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het / setneciee threw a cannon crack -
under the hone.
i Mond Cut on Glass.
Cliff Lee, If South Sixth tiee
4Tenneesee street, haft a painfully cutati • I hand, combed by shoving it throughElmer Nieman. of eae Squib Fourth la window. Ile na. engaged in a fightVote. fell and broke his left leg, yet- st ths mos,%Say after ttttt us at 4 o'clock. at the , .... —. •. okating rink at Wallace park. May Lose His Eye.Tri skimming 4,ver the Swan rap- Mr. Robert Patterson may lose his'he lalketi hi. feet flew out and down eye, a. cold has settled in it andhe came. hi.. lesly alighting on the left the ball in a serious condition
f
left limb that was broken duce in- Several day. alio he was driving athe. above the ankle Ile teas put in esil in a piece of timber at his loana bult114,11414.beit•to hi' home in bear Maxon's Mill. in the count.the efty where Pr. Phil Stewart set uhen a piece of thi nail flew off and-the fractured bone. The injured boy struck his eye. Several days there-i• the popular draughemail at the atter cold developed and his eyeSchmidt architect office in the Ira- lo.ay have to he taken out. lie movedeeeni4y building. Ito the country only a few months
edlg p
. \rgo, having resided on Jefferson nearire Paisi Lain& Twetftli street before-, then.
.......-..
The c,ye of Mr. Bertram Payne ia ,
Foot cosS anthem
Mrs. David Woods, of 17 Jonesstreet, is confined at het homeoprilltthe instep bones of her right foo'‘
broken, caused by falling from the
front porch of the residence Ilimedayevening.
badly hurt by a piece of cannon
cmdfor stoking frinois the eye Tues-
day when he was with otterfriends at the home of Mr. Jameie
Steed of North Thirteenth sore et.
Christmas. fic i, now
at ROW lowean at the old(*Wan Johnson h4iniestead an
Fourth sad Clark street. Payne is a
Piallstrp oi Haanans establishment 
VICTIM 
stABBED....nd 1 Purcell attended him. It ts
If no4. halieved hie. eyesight w RI he. in ipaired.\
- Reinter, Eat: May, ISO. Et,Standard, Est. ARAI 084.
a.,
,....r..., 4,44411444,41•41.4 .141044-.00r1411•• ..,
1
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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY irRNING,, DECEMBER ta, 1906MANY ACCIDENTS REPORTED; REHKOPF CASE TO
•
SEVERAL Bir CELEBRATION f COME UP JAN-
OF - CIRISTMAS NARY 144.1
11/101,1•11..E.R.I
MOMlid, 40-14,18.1 night while she family waw amay at"AY IOW hit the theatre, and when ilk
L ed, but linable to talk.
home found his father lyingShe% 
CANNON-CRACKER
Wrist Bone Broken.
Latham Luttrell, driver for the
fenth and Monroe street breeseu.GETS IN WORK , had the bone io his left brokiftflay• is otg thrown front the brit of his de-------_-_ 
' eery wagou at Eleventh and Cald-• 
streets, wheee.his hortes be-is-. Wary Chapman of came frightened and started to run
North Nlatt, Is Hurt By
One of the Little
• fist*
Improvise( Rapidly.Detective ‘Villiani Baker ye.ord.omoessing received 44 letter from ).i,incitlisr. afr Claude Baker of Green- i UNKNOWN DARKY KNOCKEDNate. in which the litter announced DOWN STRANGE WHITEthat..14_ was doing well ahd woold be MAN AND WIFEAble it get riot of the lent.. by net




and dastardly assault committedChr'istman afternoon by an unknown
Quite viceei• was the iteprovoked
•
ard of Jtis, home at that city, bet heisill' slaeterly• be .hirnegli :grai andn ,• Me to ream* busioee. : ii•







le she expee. to shortly resumeeirfdtdies hs Ytenearfip• her and honktepee at the Johnston and Denke-owl office on West Tennessee.iShc is able testiest', artigtd now,te the fact that death was ex-pectidi Itte'rtetweral ftallowinger accidental shootiug_sof herselfdify. one month sines. She wasailkihg to the grocerks Ott- Tennes-/Lee. street with the revolver pushedin the bosom of hie dmas fair selfor:1ton . iler .4ccovery ill_ Mordble and het naany frieinhi are
Num., 
• were walking long Sctond stet atrid 'Hawk / the time. when the drunken negro
priva: yist crda y fired, with a supply of mean boots&- .ersit•le• nospitat came from the opposite direction, asrenntssee reaching the white man, with a ser-ies of oaths, knocked the latter Ratof bit, bade with one blow- front thcfist. In going &twit the white. manpetted the negro. The white' manquickly got out his knife and plungedit into the negro's- back while thelatter was on top of him.
The wife rushed up and tried topu4 the negro from her husband. Thedarky leaped up and smacked thewoman down aleo. and then dashedtip Second 'to Kentucky. out theavqpue to Third, on up to Washing-ten and then down to Second, wheread tik again see her out he darted towards Langstaff-Orm's
at 
• mill, but Officer Cross. secured 'DickCalissi's buggy and headed the black
Move Conductor Home. •Conductor J. K. BorldINIt'"will hewed today or tomorrow trout thefoiegee ward at lirrereide jilospitat0' his hottliku ESok a,r Elea-nth street.'sai he hb ice° red suf-eimtly from the operation for ep- The police ere quick at the waler's
ilc*C111P,w4s clicratett on tit" e 
w
dge. but had fin boat with 'which' to*tit* Well. fiallove. o th edirky got away, land-
-
ing on the Illindielbank down
Wufi KnOWft Mass ParklYzed. one mile this eide el Tirooltportdbard Geagon, of the beached the *Miff and escaped thiftigsb
ttling works, lies at his lidffie the wood-.. •*
: 
a Clay street with his right side No sooner had the neer° knO
yzed and his cOtadition is quite the .okt couple dwrt than the'06)
one. Ile tea, stricken Monday started the exciting persuit. there
demit off. the negro turned. elicit'trough the 'marine nitiys yards anddown to edge, of the river where heleaped into a convenient sktff .anhitarted pulling rapidly toward< theIllinois shore.
Ork





F. P. HU1LPHREYS QUALIFIEDAS GUARDIAN OF EVA
HUMPHREYS
George Washington Claims His WifeMantic Washington Deserted Him
-Wants Divorce.
Judge Walter Fsvans, o ef the 'nitedStates court at Louisville, has wriegenthe lawyer% here that he will onJanuary 4 take up the case here theAmerican-German National bank andother creditors are trying to forceE. Rehleopf individeally into 'bank-ruptcy. Now that the day has been
decide* on:the attorneys are prepar-ing to go up to that c ty and sub-
mit the litigation to him. Her will
have read the hundreds of pages ofdeposition evidence that has beentaken &king the past three weeks
by the lawyrs here. If b then decidesthat otfficient cause exists to forceMr. itchkopf into bankruptcy he wiff








MERCHANTS FINDING IT WC-C EE D I N GLY DULL RIGHTAFTER HOLIDAYS.-
:oDr. Snuel Wisstead Will Open aDrug Store at Seventh and
Broadway.
.S;d rc ect 0..1). Schmidt has An-
Ish 
plaits for reconstruction ofthe ond sad Washington street
foriberly occupied bythe Weeks Bette. & Co., wholsalgrocers. The specifications call foran expenditure in the neighborhoodof $Spoci and work is expected tostart about the middle of next month.The are:iitect has called for bids onthe work from contractors, and eillopen. the .roposiraans January s.At present tbe buikting is twostoriee in front and only one storyat the rear, but the plans call forthe rear to be increased tr twodoors. %% bile the front remains as itI.. as regard, heighth.
In winding up the estate of the latew:se the litigation is dismiased. (John and Willie* Vsleaks, this prop-erty was *Old, pursuant to courtGuardian Qualifie4. orders, and bought ;n by Roy.W.F. I'. Humphreys qualiAcil yester• Kinney, nephew of the late owners,day before the county clerk as gitar- e-ho is having the remodeling done.Man of Eva Humphrey, a minor. 
•
Swims VeryLictr.sod to Many.




has auld to I:.Rudolph for too property on Sixthnear Elizabeth street The deed waslodged for record yeeterday with theclerk. „.
Property in the O'Bryan aaklitionwas bought by J. If. MitchellefroinJedie F. Sayre for Stoo
Sued for Divorce,
George Waehington lled suit.yes-terday in the circuit court asking fl'ira divorce from his wife, Manic Wash-ington. to whom he was married dur-ing December Kos. He claim' sheleft him during August, locks
Neves& Taken Away.
Yesterday at noon Sheriff John W.Ogilvie left for Frankfort veith Flor-ence Greer, colored, who will be con-fined in 110C penitentiary for a periodof four Years for robbing BernardEnders of sixty-five cents while theitely was passing near Ninthlaid Washington streets.
the after the storm" was et:
criasse
,
of Ow' JOtel' ilarr4.-1111 fritts::.
ia am
chant, 4 'it exceedingly dull anddo not expect any business. of eon-sequeu,e until during the 'middle ofJannary, we the chniaganatt purchasesare always of sad voluptuous proportion& that the community needsnothing much' for some weeks.At many of the c't4blishmenti, itwas -)ioticeible that t'ac proprietor'shad their clgtice busy- tring to theupper floors the re/Dante of the holi-day stuck, winle tim staple goodswere being brought down and placedagain op the sales counters and show-cases. The Christmas decorationswere being removed and everything*reminding. one of ("hr etrnas. pushedto the rear.




ence taking their annualinventory in order to see how th'ingsstart off fur the Ncw year. It gen-erally takes a week or two for allof them to fistish the inventories, afterwhich things get *tailed for regulartrading.
The mei-eh-ante estimate that $.400.-worth of goods were sold the• terecta3, preceding Christmas.
Raceivitte Evidence.. New Drug Store.Referee E. W. Bagby. of the bank- Dr. Fainuel NVinstead is preparing.
rupt court, was busy yesterday tak-ing evidence in trio eases where thecreditor, arc opposing discharges be-ing granted, one to Dr. H. T. Hessigand the other-to Finis Wi Peery. Thereferee has not yet completed hear-ing the testimony.
--This afternoon the Luther leagueof the Lutheran church meets withthe tMissee Pieper of Rowlandtown.
-The Locomotive Engineers ar:11give their annual ball' January aa atHotel, Craig on Fifth...and Jefferson.It will be a swell affair.
-Freight care t jumped crosswaysthe track filet out of Cairo yesterday:and blocked the line so that thea. in. passenger train was several?loins ltitc gettink here
• .%
Alley never did secure tile, WIMPSwhite pair., who had gone bythe time the patrolmen got back thatw 4 fEillnwip.gAhe escape oC the-.The culpiat dePvcred the manC both ,evere and" stittFingn 
/
to open new retail drug ntore atSeventh ;tut Broadway, where theHays' (trio establishment existed be-fore golagsout of business. Dr. Win-stead extincts to get his place openedsometime' during Jai uary. fie willretain th•et rtresitlenca and generalmanagemeett of The Lax-foe crermanyof North Second street.
tp-Road.
After retttng up and enjoying theease of a eatritailist ;for two years.Col. Gus t.t. Siogletou is preparing toresume the road as drummer, goingout the filet of next month for theThornpaiSrs-Wilson wholesale liquorestablishment of North Fourth street.He will have a Southern territoryand be ithsent many weuks oil hisinitial took
Drunuaters Reatine Uo.
.:•runtrirer,a4 of this •c'ty are al!at 'home now, raking 'up and- ore-Oaring...for next itarear's1 business, has--no- more trtlis to 'make until Cliccoming month. j Most of them willstart out r_in their tours sometimeduring next week. -being busy nowmaking eOetriacts with their houtiesfor rail and getting titer line of newss -mid.- in condition for the toed.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 208
•
STRANGE FATALITY PURSUES
FAMILY OF THOS. CRUTCH-
FIELD OF THIS CITY
SLAYER OF SLOAN IS Father Broke His Neck le *est;
TAKEN INTO CUSTODY Small son Died a FewFloyd Hall Claims That Shooting ofVictim Was Accidental. Weeks Later
Sergeno Ky., Dec. as.--Floyd Hall, astaged forty, who killed young Haza THOMAS 13 YEAR OLD
dora Sloan, aged eighteen, in a drunken carousal on Nfallet Fork of Can
•44.-
ccreek, in Knott county. was arreo -cil yesterday. Hall claim. that Slo..was idiot accidentally.
In a fight between Henry Fugat 
Victim of Deadly Toy Pistol; Sister,
Has Lockjaw Fru SINNand Sol Flemjpg and his henchmen i
and mi officer's posse -on one sides
Cane
. .
on the other, at a point just beyond ;Pound Gap. Fugate was desperatelywounded and Sol Fiensing aurrendet- 1ed. Fleming was a former leader f-ej 
ithe Flemings in the Mullins-Fleming
Very rapid a'nd deeply touching are
Feud in this county and waa wanted ,, tae repeated visit, of misfortune SoCrutch
here on the charge of murder. Hei. a desperate characttr and has kill-
hi Mechanicsburg 37 ' YeldclY Eft-
' the field,honsethee Iiiie streetcil a number of meta .
Oneted the third death happemng in' that household within four months.
KILLS MAN DURING BATTLE This ih.rd victim, WA. Thousas,. the13-year-old son of Mrs. Addie -Crutch-
Constable. Whims Me Was, Men-aced. Fires at Mir* Priem". ' developed from the- wound ite, re-
field, the boy dying of lerclajater. whichColumbus, 0., Dec.4, an-Henry 1 ceiuld last weds- in his hand from
Herb, an iron workea *as shot and
, the wadding of ablank cartridge fired
killtd early today by Constable E. rJ- i in one of the "innoceut"..oyeistols.
Jeffries in a satoosi at South Column- , Hie death is s'rnilar to that of Little
bus. Witnesses of the tragedy say James Morrison -of South lt street,
the constable acted in self-defenee.twho died Saturday from 1./..trw pro-
Earlier in the eight the cons hadi duced by the same kind of- Tound.
wtabit so was
The Crutchfield bto will be buried
disorderly.
been asked tio.attieuriettieHesiiirbreturnad and
this afternoon atfa o'clock at Oak Grove, and hissdeath in made doubly
who h entailer man, was f
,i a l
attacked the constable. The officer. •
sad on account, of Grate Crutebfield,
.aisd ishitiem .atash ais no to 
draw
ntagonistwasF._. lde_ his little sister, beqg threatssed with
mais c a
lock,jaw, at she iniacei4eirh.iitand in
waver. and fired a bullet into Herb's. the 4alirs „. way ay ,srst.. wa 's nto:tdojaiesi.ssisaI- -
hearti Jetvalmaissio...41.....ffeteav was ... 
ial d
usiar






gtrit a. , young 'fellow of
juRED IN Rior,,, 
nse 
c„,,_ committed a ..painclesso e on the y w . yestersday. The father, Thomas Crutchfield,Sr.. 
CO 'and had a '
cane doNl uarters
, r the
CLASH BE WEEN GUARDS AND; offender. The ',parent thott•• started





iiktl t:;it,h,ori.itan nightooffn 
thesteep crubankeent hinning‘sionotsidethe approach to the:Sixth street creekbridge. He plunged - into the deephollow and -sew, found dead the nextmorning, his neck having beer,broken, fie waifs bricklayer and hiswife brought suit anti- secured $4.00tr




the claim that the municipality did
judgment again the city on account
i we-re r killed and four prohably 
death, her litigation being based
' of hi 
n
fatally-- n ounded in battle litet night 1
-e ' not have guard-rade running along
between guards employed by th
1-o side the embankment, or any elzetric
Wein Kentuc4cy Coal compiny t I
' te ,
Sturgis, Union runty, and the strik- light the way. .
ing miners at that place. o illumin
I A few inafteks after the' father',




' white the c
druitleok II,' tire iti*I'ir case, 
hin, ileaPeeti 'attempt may 
•The wounded are: I.. T. Moore, not prove
airptornii of egtanu..
lock-
mine guard, four wounds, will de; as she has 4),Sam Braneby, miner, three wounds, which i; commonly known sx
dyieg! Willianr Gooch, miner, shot In  , . tarm. Henry Delaney. miner shot in . Death ,. , lad
the motbes. and other children in
or the  yesterday leaves
arnr.
straitened clettimstanics. as the manly
The tight occurred in a down-town
Cause of Fight Not Known. •
little fellow as the oldest and mainJust what precipitated the fight is not
street ebout a mile front the mine.
being caret? for by friends.
support of tlie family, which is nowknown. It broke filo etriftlenly and 
lacontinued until about twenty-liveshots liad been exchanged. 
CrOVERNMENT TO PRESS
The members of the Zsiters' Union
FIGHT ON. OIL TRUST
have been out on a strike for the
e ' 
,
.. .-past year. The coal company has 
.beensworking non-union men under Washington. Dec. a6.-No chdngegtrards almost constaattly and serious ,iu thc plans of the goyeegmest„..-Attikstroubl has long been expected. , be caused by an announcement fromThe tight occurred its front of a New York that the Standaid CPbilliard parlor. Panic ensued and a Compauy has anticipated the suitreign of terror existed for nearly an Erought against it l'i..,St. Louis andPreens' There is old), one officer ip the that eft New Jersey -holding companytots n. but the sheriff of Union comity has, bsen dissolved. With the North-




have heen confident of obtaining a
the depairtment of justice
' Hammered Box of Dynamite. decision dissolving the New Jersey
Charlotte. N. C'... Dec. 26.,s-One Standard OiO,l J* -company, or-
. , 
. . •,
.vhite man:five iitgroctipad IN In- ganizecl along the ante line and for
dian were kPled by the ',kph:mina .of a similar pasepoae.dynamite in a tunnel on the •right-of- if it is true that there has beea a
way of the trew South & Western voluntary dimeolution, and that-indi-Kaiiroael. The „while Man was ordet- vidui.., $hy prjpcipal owners of the
cil to open -a litii:i of dynamite for- ' old gandaed Oil Company. have di-
blaming pie-poses and si/rtrted to com- videljikmang therns_ehmi the ktock ac„.is;i1. One blow front a 'hammer eic- . cumulated for and, turned mete to thepltted the content,. / New Jersey corporafon, the govern-
o




Reign of 'Terror in Streets of Town















REMAIN ON RURAL PROPERTY
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT WILL URGE THAT THE BOARD OF SUP
ERVISORS DO NOT INCREASE THE VALUATIONS ON
COUNTY PROPERTY, AS THE FARMERS HAVE GIVEN IN
A VERY LIBERAL ASSESSMENT—COUNTY ASSESSOR WES
TROUTMAN EXPECTS TO GET HIS WORK THROUGH EN
TIRELY BY LAST OF THIS WEEK, AND BELIEVES THE
TOTAL WILL AMOUNT TO ABOUT THE SAME AS LAST
YEAR, INCLUDING SUPERVISORS' RAISES.
County Assessor Wes Troutman
will have his books completed by the
eon of this week, and they will ther
be in finished conditi(pt, preparatory
to titmouse same over to the county
supervisor: which ilisemb1C one Week
from next Monday and remain in ses-
sion for eight or ten weeks, going
goer the valuations placed by Asses-
sitar Troutman on city and county
real and personal properties that
a were listed for county and state tax-
.s for 1(xv7. Assessor Troutman and
-his deputies have been hard at, work
. for the past four months and it will
tyke only a few more days to get,
(everything completed in this partick
far.
Mr. Troutman yesterday said that
nine out iof every tett owners of
country property this year gave their
heldings in at the same valuation at
v.hick they were fixed for taxable
purposes for igen. The farmers seem
to realize that the prices fixed on
their holdings this year are. equitable,
.and they give the ?ante ‘aluation
figure in listing their property for
1907 taxes. The farmers compare
wore favorable in this respect than
She ow,ners of city property, as many
lot the taster. insisted in giving in to
the assessor valuations of a decreased
as' comma _with the figure
fUied for this year. In every in-
/1Ft were the owner wanted to
list his realty and personalty at
p:ice lower than that fixed for this
year County Assessor Troutman
would argue with them that even if
they did value the holdings lower for
19°7 than the books showed they
were priced for this year, the county
board of supervisors would raise the
-amount back to %lie 1906 figure. In
a majority of casts this argument
proved effective andsthe holders re-
newed the Igoe valuation, this pre-
vailing especially among the people
of the rural sections. Many city
owners insisted on the reduced figere




SUCCESSFUL ONES TO BE IN-
STALLED DURING
JANUARY.
'Arrangements Committee Meets To-
night to Settle on Details for
Crowning Ceremony.
Ths leatherworker% union las:
night eleccted officers at the Central
Labor hall on North Fourth street,
those' selected being as follows•
• President—A. C. Mayer.
Vice-President—R. M. Miles..
Recording Seceetary—Ilarey Ulas





Corresponding Secretary — Henry
Kain.
Trustees—J. T. Sanders, R.
?elites and G. W..Engleil.
These new officers will be installed




The committee arranging for du
ceremonies attendant upon crowning
tlAc Goddess of Labor nert Weduesday evening will meet tonight at the
hall on North Fourtr and perfect
pieparations for the charming affair
which will be one of the largest ane
most elaborate ever held by the body
Miss Geraldine Gibson, the goddess
w'll be crowned, while a fine pro




Many of the unions are now pre-
paring for their election of officer
te 
s
SC7VC during the enshing term.
Those Christmas Cigars.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
Ilubby—My dear, I have concludee
to give up smoking.
Wifie—You didn't speak soot
enough. • I've bought them.
Som.- men make a specialty. of pos-
ing as horrible tamples.
•
but pointedly told them the super-
visors would make increases.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said that
when shessupervisors met January 7
he intended going before them per-
sonally and recommending that the
body do not raise the valuations upon
the rural properties, because the
farmers have evidenced a commend-
able 'disposition to let the figures re-
main the sante as listed for 1907, and
the judge thinks this progressive spir-
it should be rewarded by an absence
oi raises, which hs will urge. lie
and the assessor find that the county
folks are more liberal with their
assessments than the city people, the
latter exciting every effort to value
their holdings down to the lowest fig-
ure, when the assessor calls. hut the
supervisors will angle increases where
they find they are justifiable.
For 1906 tax purposes the titil as-
sessment amounted to alo,fioo,000 and
some hundreds of doll•re and Asses-
sor Troutman believes this combined
valuation will be shown on his books
before be turns them in to the super-
visors, because the reduced values
listed by the city owners is overcome
by enlistment of much personal prop-
erty the assessor did not have on his
books last year. Mr. Troutman went
in the first of this year, the lists for
1936 taxes being made out by his
predeceishr. Alter • the supervisors
finish raising and lowering assess-
teents they turn the books back to
the county tlerk who makes out she
receiiitulation showing the totaiefig-
uses which are furnished the elate
board of equalization which deterrn-J
ines whether the whole for McCrack-
en county is in proportion as com-
pared with the totals of every other
county in the state. For the past few
ycars McCracken has compared with
other Kentucky counties, and as re-
sult the state has not .seen fit 16
make any. increases to the McCrack-
en county supervisors' figures, It is
believed this walk he the result this







Banner Commandery of the Golden
Cross Will This Evening Select
Those for Ensuing Year,
This evening Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows meets at the Fraternity
building about 6:30 o'clock and holds
its election of offiiers. This body
:hen vacates and Pliducalt Lodge of
Masons immediately occupy the
chamber and the new ofliccis for this
crganization will be named. This
lodge vaccates the ntain hall at 8
s'clock so' Plan city lodge of Masons
can elect. '
The Osid.Fellows alwayss elect the
'ast 'Thursday of the S-ear, while the
Masons have to name officers every
Liecember 27. As the latter date falls
ln Thursday this time, all three bod-
ies have to elect.
Ingleside lodge of Odd Fellows to.
morrow night names its new officers
for the ensuing term.
Red Men Elect.
Tomorrow evening the Red Men's
lcdge will elect officers during the
:estion at their North Fourth, street
Banner Commandery.
Banner Commandery of the Gold-
Cross will elect officers this even-.
mg during its meeting at the Knights
sf Pythias hall on Broadway near
Fifth street.
leo Horses and aoo Mules Burn to
Death.
.tlanta. Ga.: Dec. 26.—A loss (If
T:too,000 was caused by. a fire here
7arly today which destroyed the liv-
-ry and sale stables of Harper
Brothers and of Ragsdale & Carlisle,
sea.r the Union Stockyards, in the
western part of the city.
One huudred horses and four him-
Itsed mules, which the night watch-
Ilan was unable to release, were
'turned to death. The fire is suppos-
-e to have been caused by the over-
turning of a stove iat the office, and
this was caused by the efforts of a
:obbev- toi blow the safe. The in-
surance approximited at $53.000.
HUNTING BI( I Wel
HOW THE COLLECTOR GETS A.N:
PRESERVES HIS SPECIMENS.
It Is Necessary to Have Outfits as
EXtell14178 as Those of Huzsters
of Big Game—Some Par-
ticulars.
Those who think deer or mountair
lion hunting to be hard work ought tt
try hurting hawks' nests for &whit.
and get a taste of the really strenuous
life. Hawks nest all over the world
from the equator to the far north; they
make up one of the largest and mos.
widely known of any of the bird tarn
Ulu. To them belong the great bal
eagles and the tiny sparrow hawk:
everyone knows. But their habits ars
a different, so that methods whiel
will result in the finding of one hawk's
nest, says the Los Angeles Times, wit
take the hunter directly by the horn'
of another species. The little sparrov
hawk lays its eggs in a hollow tree
while the eagle builds a btflke nest o
all sorts of sticks and places It in th.
very tiptop of the highest avatiabl.
tree.
The hawk hinter—who, by the way
calls hioaseg an "oologist"—takes whit
him as much of an outfit as would :
deer hunter. First of all. he wears
suit of duck or khaki, lemon, or, prefer
ably, forest green in color, and tastes.
of the usual heavy shoe* of a hunter
Light leather creations which yield ti
every movement of the foot and clini
as tenaciously to the bark of trees a
would the barefoot. To aid him it
climbing still further, be carries e
pair of the "climbers" used by tale
phone and telegraeh linemen. Added
to this Is • tin box having straps on
each end so that it may be easily car
Med, and in which the eggs are ( are.
fully packed in cotton.
Ir.ntering the forest or the cliff-walled
canyon. the modern hawker strikes out
carefully, treading as silently as any
leer hunter, searching tho skies fre-
*neatly with a field glass for the great
birds he seeks. Ilawka. Mika and
most of the owls neat In early spring
from the first of February to the end
of May, so that the collector must be
afield warty In order to get ens in
Olek incubation has not eolinneneed 1
TN leans the tops of trees or suet '
lagr Ptiltell 08 he knows and, Udine l
some great bulk of sticks loontins
darkle against the sun, he lays /own
his parapheinalla and ascends the tree :
If the hawk be one of the large spade. ,
known as buzzard hawks, a rap on till
trunk of the tree will usually send the
&eating bird in screaming flight from.
her Dome. With the males' hawk,
this test does not apply, bat the ex
periencad hawker rarely climbs to •
nest from which no bird can be la
awed is Ay.
Once secured and brought safe]
bens, the next thing for the 'etiologist'
to slo Is to preserve the eggs. This ha
toes by drilling a small bole in one
aide of the egg and removing the con
tents by means of a blowpipe. lastru
meats are manufactured for this pur
pose, and many are of intricate maks
for use when the eggs are valuablr ;
and so far Incubated as to be unsav
able with the unaided blowpipe
When the tens are emptied of Utah
contents, they are thoroughly drier
wtth hot air and then laid earefullj
&trey in trays of cornmeal to becomi
entirely dry in case the air has let
any drops of moisture. In • day m :
two they are eject4 in their final sta: '
of cotton la Ile drawer of A cabin*
*here =say other hawks' eggs have
preceded them Each collection is cat,
alogued, and the eggs are marked will
a known symbol, so that not only may
r
1 
eraut be distinguished from all the
but each species may also be
known by • glance at. the egg and
without referenos to the prineed cats.
logos.
Many thousands of dollars' worth ol
hawks' and other birds' eggs pass an-
nually through the mails of this clouts
try. They are sent in exchange be-
tween rollectore living in widely sep-
arated parts of America, and many
come from Europe, where the study of
birds' eggs and be sport of collecting
them have been developed to a much
greater extent than here.
A rare merlin found only in the
northern part of Canada during the
breeding season lays an egg worth $15
to its fortunate finder; and not only
this, but the merlin usually lays some
three to five eggs in every nest, so
that a "met" (u the full number of
eggs laid by a L,.rd is called) may be
worth a neat sum to the hawker whc
ands it. But it is not for money that
most of these men who have taken up
this kind of sport go out: many of
them are independently rich, others
are in lucrative positions, but they
take it up as a means of getting out
into the world of the wild, and bring
home the eggs aa eouvenirs of theis
tripe. In time this has grown to be
a regular study, until now almost all
the large museums have a department
devoted exclusively to the study of the
eggs of birds, living and extinct.
An Exceptional Occupation.
A. Parisian actor who formerly made
a good income in his profession is now
earning his living as a cab driver. Hs
hes taken this rtep to spite his
voroed wife. Wharever be went ohs
pet a lien on his salary. The actor
frund that the only occupation in
witch his wits was helpleas against
film was tab driving, because he drew
so wages and had to pay for the hire
of the cab. He says he is making
good living and is quite happy.
Getting His nape.
Molly—I hear your brother is wear
ins corsets, now?
Cholly--0b, yes, he's trying to get
In shape for the winter afterncion tees
r!•liers Sistesmau.
•
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WORK OF GLACI124
ET, TACOMA ICE EIELDs MADE
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
Have Become the Source of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Hundred Niles
Away.
Among the great mountain peaks on
the Paella coast, that of Tacoma is
perhaps best known, owing not only to
Its size, but to the immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the
bet' of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only a, great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering in the sunlight makes it vie-
ible for a distance ranging from 60
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it
can be e.latinetly seem in the cities of
Seattle and Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name for this peak, 11111t8
-Tacoma" in a sense means nourish
men?.. The fields of ice and snow ex-
tending for miles upon its slopes forte
the source of several Important rivers
which not only nourish a wide area of
farming country, but have recently
formed a n.ost important source of
power for the cities named, as well as
for smaller towns in this section Of
Washington. In fact, from the glade
streams of Tacoma is already genera:
ed a very largo quantity of electri,
power, which is betas utilized not oat.
for power but for heating and lightla
as well. To give an idea of the diversi
ty of uses for the current, it may
tfated that it operates the electri
railway systems in the cities of Smuts
aad Tacoma, segregating; la sidles a
MAIN Has. in addition tts cable Psi
wars' situated in the hilly portions oe
these titles. Betides this service, how-
ever, curreat Is furnished for one to
the most notable interurban electric
istlitays in the United Elates. that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma
Wises power is secured from the thin
rail In conseetion with the muffin',
unit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger Stry1011 but fat
transporting freight and expreait ma-
terial, and ran2s among the most (vat-
pletely equipped electric systems is
the world. The horse power required
fur a number of the largest industries
in the city of Tacoma, including the
sho-t of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, is
also obtained (rain this source; while
illnruinatIoe for streets and bundling.
in t,oth Seattle and Tacoma, depends
oast it to a ooasiderablbe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within a few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 60,000-
bore.. pcfwer to the cities mentioned.
While, as already stated, the glaciers
and snow fields of Mount Tacoma are
the source of several important rivers
traversing the western porticos ot
Vtashington the stream which pea
ratan the electric cnrrent at preseat
the Puyallup, which ortglaates Is tve
of the princtpal glaciers Ow lag to OM
distance of the stresan iron Its soars,
to the se:mm.113g station, a be of
water is Declared which is enormous.
°metering the voiasae of water util-
ised. Consequently the lasts/10km Of
machinery fcr generating current, and
the system for distribeUng it, present
ulasually -teresting features. The
plan adopted was to divert the river
from its natural bed, carrying the wa-
ter by means of a flume ten tulles to a
raserroir located on a high plateau.
and thence discharging by rreana of
steel pipes against wheels-1n the power
house, under a head of 1172 feet, ttut
water wheels so drIven being direct-
connected to electric generators, and
the electric power PO produced being
transmitted at a pressure of 66.000
volts, 48 miles to Seattle and 32 miles
to Tacoma.
All water rights, and the necessary
land abutting on the river, from the
poi.st of diversion to point of return.
were secured, as well as all land neoes.
Nary for flume and other structures,
and actual work dif development WM
commenced March 1, 1903.
Title of Prime Minister.
The title of prime minister was un-
known till the beginning of the Cele
teeath century, and the gentlemen who
first filled the position and were so
called objected to the title, which W8a
regarded as a sinister importation
from France, and as conveying the
meaning of grand vizier, something
despotic and unconstitutional. William
had nobody in his council who
could be said to correspond to our
prime minister, nor had Queen Anne.
'Dean Swift was the grit writer to use
the term, which he applied to Hsxley,
who, hoWever, had no power to appoint
his own colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of the modern race of Balfour' and
C. B's was Walpole.
What, Indeed?
Manager—Tour play is ,too thina.
The last act ought to end with a snap.
Playwright—Doesn't the hero marry
the heiress? Say, what do you call .•




In this store on the finest, largest and most complete line of original
art ever shown in the city. Remember yout best girl, mother or sis-
ter by presenting them with one of these nice pictures that will last
longer than any other present you can make, and look nice longer.
See C. C. Lee show window.
Picture frames made in all sizes, in a few minutes, by the oldest
and most experienced picture framer in the city. We have moad-
ing in all sizes and colors. If you have any picture framing done,
be sure to go to C. C. Lee.
Wall paper
That will stick tighter and look brighter, is stronger and will best
longer than any other paper in the city. We are making some m-
ein' prices on wall paper for a few days. If you are in need of pa-
per, it will pay you to see C. C. Lee
Window Shades
Thet shade your windows like you want them shaded: on rollers





130 S. THIRD STRBBT: PAD170A5, KY
MN.
AWINWWWIs
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
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OFFICE PHONE sts-a RESIDENC.E PHONE *es
Do you want a clock that will keep
accurate tine?
You can find it here.
The dainty ornamental clock, the
substantial mantel clock or the pon-
derous hall clock all are here. For CHRISTMAS GIFTS
nothing could be more useful or acceptable than one of our
reliable time keeping clocks—Come to see.
Write or Call for our new Catalogue.
ILIWolft Jeweler
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rout. Let us WU the house: you pay for it as rod
pay rent. Vacant lots in all pests of the city. Nice lots so Ilis
proposed car naesaslos on legoad to union depot and an
streets trots Sp to lino each. Buy now on installinent
while cheap. Ws is the highest ground the city. Property
sinvancing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO
INCORPORATED.




































Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say *are is a great difference.
'THIVRE'S A REASON." We
blow bow to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
Eureka We know how to show
yoe perfumes. Our knowledge
oi thew requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coining into our possession.
, CiRUG QUIT
th2TICAND BROADWAY II Otalschlaeger
WE USE




ile:ause it irons imothly, not
rough..
Second.
The button holes, or
hdies match.
Third.
Negligee shins with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
pot ialurY•
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
Kemp" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Kea-
tacky. Satisfy yoorself by
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SOME GOOD EATERS:THE MULCAHY'S RISE
MEW *NOLAND APPETITES ABA
NOT DELICATE.
_
Siesta= Eggs Fried Were Only an
Appetizer and Far from the
Beni d --Great Destroy-
ers of Mood.
The men who do the hard work sad
hreathe the bracing air ef down ewe
have ewer been matted for deihmer se
ehlirmiceatz ot agestito; het scow re
seat alidlittlme of food destruction
Imre ambed the wander of the natives
and dis admired°s at wisdom Me e
IWO/ (WA.) repast.
Tes other night a tail, punt sae
wanated tato • Mow, lama room
sad alltar asaaning the Mil ed tare be
ammo iiiiimateit, heettatlagly asked lies
same Mal eggs. Bs see what arm
ma beim Ida, and VW It en wall
that he eshesed eam• Om eire sea
um% est gees INS he had heamienat
its whew
As SW morn Alit eggs to that
medi ISMS as els wawa aemptleat
W tried eig04, 11 AIMS St breed sad
IQ ass, St anis. Whoa he had be
died, tile tan am% This was boo
Prism atimed bidlid, odielmally re
marhed thail lie was not bran 0007
well OW aight, and its he Bin Ire
the baseetsig bows grab he bad eons
wet to arra tap got realeathisi 4164 u
tempt We eggstito.
The aspealia of a seasting somas,
In the port SI Bailor told his me& se
any a mast off test, some heataisath and
some allied ham, topither with a ash
base and oCier vegetables and bet
lama egga. The cook did as he woe
ordered a.n4 served the roast bed to
Maser.
The *plate ate until the platter was
U bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack !brut
could have made it. aag then Woke(
uP eareetaatir and asked:
-Where's4 the rest o' that truckr
"Whet trt- asked the bewildered
soak.
"Steak an' otter sten." replied tho
124 t, I supposed you wasted Masi
thing lir sopper, or--
'11unter be lisagetll- roared the akin
Pfic. Met Something else for sapper.
When you buy grub her dinner cook
ft. SW don't be try in' to stare* me to
des& I'm no vegetarriert"
Dove La Calais they tall of a rasa
who got up hungry the other mora-
ine and hIsted around for soisethiss
to eat. li• boiled and ate 27 eggs, sod
Iladisg that they ware good fresh ego
fried and ale 11 more, winding tip with
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuit'.
The enialest salior man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
111Ils, was famed for his underdee)
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Riith Darling be ate his owe
dinner and also the share of two other
members or the crew s no had goes
IlidestsPriess Paid ter Sneed-Hai ashore and felled to mule back. Thee
is be sat. on the rail smoking his pipe
STOVES AND FURNITURE Johnny astelnisbed the cook by saying
imp salroing sod sin evirythiss. "It's poet great and 
little of It r•
lure &bosh! o' this one. It's clew








Room son Fraternity B odd] g.
Office 'phone Old t,tt R.. Residence
phone old 44 . 41 •
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS lHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
and Weray. Day and Night
Free Catalogue Schogl
E xeursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and beg
-excursion out of Paducah.
S8100 Tenessoe Round Iris rFor the ir  t,
It is a trip of pleasure, corder
and rest; good service, good UM
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. M
For Other information apply to Jae




2Yr, ILARR, NOON AM to'
TAROAT. "X
cc and Reeddenee, Rooms SIM F.
Colembis ,
11/104114- 14
steeria' a Sian has to gat a lit ale e
sup"
'Why, Jahnny, what more wont
you have os top ce that big Wiled din
'err asked the cook.
•Oli well." replied Johnny, as ha
re led his dycs aloft. "Ob. well. I'm
thinkini I fould get away right sew
with a goo4 hunk o' mutton an' a fre
pre,tles, an' plate o' pcddlni sip' a bit




From the 'Ictoria falls to Witwaters
nod. a dist nee of 7W miles., engineeri
propoze to !carry electrical power to
mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the ;tan will be cemtnercially
successful, pecially as the dry climate
is most farifirable, while there is no lea
In the river to interfere with the work.
big of the t bines and no snow to break
down the t omission line& It is esti-
mated that n the driest season 500.000
horse powet could be developed. The
available ad of water Is shoot 330
feet, but a lead of 1.000 feet could be ob-i
taised by 'duetting works of a com-
parative/3- ght type. This would pro
dupe aboul C.000,000.000 horse power.
At Present 11,41,610 is spent annually
on the Rut for power.
. ,.
Mance for the Chitral.
A mlsaIo4ary In sotithwestern Nowa,
epologitin for the infrequency of hie
lettere, ex ains: "My days have ben
spent In tl saddle, and at night I am
either too sired to write or else I have
is place ot opportunity to write at all.
Last Thu ay I made SO miles on horse.
ba^k, over a rough trail. Solid virgin
forests for 4O miles and not a dwelling
place to at 4p. I am eiow on the northers
end of Klamath. Kianiatit county,
the most s4uthern country in Oregon. It
is a lumbé and logging country. 'The
church Is pmksown here. (eked is not
thought o and Sunday Is like other
days. Th church has a great spat door




"Yes,. " replied tie erring son
sioskly. 'ad might I have that shilling
nowt"-elot V.
sated It at Once
yea" cried the entry ps.
II cut you off with a shit. t
. . 4A0e0mmodating.
°Very smiTy--all my daughters are al-
ready • .,P
Itma. , never aged; I'll call egala
next time here's a vacency."—Silere.
Rathellr a Different Thing.
"Now, Ur. Greta, where are yea gr.
leg? Are pos trinities for a raoe?"
"No!" alt mated Mr. Grata in rely"
'ROW IT BRED GREAT DIX-
COMPORT.
In the days when the hiulcahys
lived in the "Paten," Mulcahy, senior,
had been the dominating force, in the
household.
Mulcahy worked faithfully at the
gas house year in and year out until
he had amused a savings account that
represented comparative 'wealth. Then
flartune, in the guise of the superintere
dent of a atone quarry, knocked at the
door of the cottage down In the
"Patch," with the aunounnement that
the owner of the quarry was &WOW
to sell it at a moderate price.
With the advent of prosperity then
came to the Mulcahy girls the *Mural
!Mtn to better their resideuee. Thee
bombarded their mother continuously
but all she wand my was, "Yen hare
to ask himself." "Himself' *anomie*d
with a growl every time that the sub
}act was broached to him that the old
place had been good enough for their
moths: and their father and that it
would have to be good enough far
them.
Bat their constant pleadings sad
eomplainiegs thinly won from their
tether a reluctant consent to purchase
a hones moss suited to their Improved
fortune& Mario*, who had been Mary
Ann; Juliette, who had been Julia.
and Marguerite, who had been Maggie
finally decided on a residence in an az-
clusiv• telghborhood fronting a smell
paritwei. Mrs. Mulcahy packed her
few belongings with a sigh. The con-
trol of the house had been shitted from
Jeremiah to the three daughters. She
anticipated trouble, for their supervis-
ion am certain to be more personal
than that of her husband had been.
From morning till night it was fault-
finding in the house of Mulcahy. The
three gLrls were discontented. They
would not even acknowledge to them-
selves that the real reason for their
disquiet was the fact that the society
which they had expected to be gladlY
received in. once they had left the
"Patch," had taken absolutely no no-
tice of them. Not one of their now
neighbors had called on them. When
they sauntered forth ID the afternoons.,
brave in their finery they met no one
who kin them. They were lonely,
desperatsly lonely. They threw all the
blame tor their lack of social success
on their poor mother. Their childish
dread of their rather prevented them
from daring to correct Dim. Jeremiah
cordially hated the elaborately deco-
rated moms of his new mansion.
"Maybe it's all right, Mary Ana," be
said dubiously to his wife, "but I'd
like • place where I could smoke in
peace. Mary Ann won't let me smoke
in the parlor and Julia won't let me
amok* In the library, and Maggie
won't let me smoke on the porch, and
the lady out yeader"—lie pointed in
the direction of the kitchen—"won't
let me set me' foot in there at ail."
All this did the little old woman
have to endure, until finally her health
gays way under the strain of loan*
aim and worry and a real homealck•
oesa for the place she had called ham
for so iong. Marion promptly decided
that her mother needed a European
too. She suggested it to the doctor
tehtatively. The doctor was one of
the few of whom the haughty alai-Sol
was afraid.
"I think that your mother needs ab-
solute rest and quiet," be told her.
He held an earnest conversation
with old Jeremiah with the result that
the latter announced that he would ac-
company .Mrs. Mulcahy and that he
would not tell one of them where they
were going. The three stormed and
railed, but their father was adamant.
Not a word did they hear from them
for three weeks. By this time, they
were in a frenzy of fear lest death had
ove
•
rtaken the wanderers. Then one
day Juliette met down teal) old Mrs.
Daly, who had Hoed next to them in
the "retch.' There was no evading
the lady. Juliette assumed her most
frigid manner, but Mrs. Daly shattered
it with her first sentence: "I thought
you neje away whtle your father and
mother were over is the old house."
"le tte:Jd iieute f" cried Juliette,
"Whore else but in the old house?"
demanded Mrs. Daly. "And it's a Inc
sight better your ma of Cure she came.
suppose you'll be 4eser now that
you've come homey'
Under cover of the darkness that
night the three sisters went to the old
house that they had, never expected to
be forced to enter again. As Marguer-
ite opened the door. Mrs. Mulcahy
looked up from her knitting. Jeremiah
removed his pipe from between his
teeth to bid them coine in. The three
bad not waited for the invitation. They
bad already begun their storm against
the citadel of such folly as they saw
belere them. They wept, they scolded,
they cajoled, they pleaded, they threat-
ened. But Jeremiah and Mary Ann
were unmoved.
"It's ours," said the old man, "and
we'll come here whenever it pleases
as. You can stay or you can go. We
are going to end our days In comfort
You have what you want. Ws are
going to take what we want, for a
change. And if you show any mind
not to 1St us, make yOu come back
here and sell the other house. If you'll
mind your-own business and lean us
to ourselves we'll divide our time be-
tween the, two Rtsces."
Marion, who had been Mary Ann:
Juliette. who bad been Julia, sad Mar-
guerite, who had been Maggie, uunsP4-
ed the decision of Jeremiah In silence.
The old man held the balance of pow-
er. They looked et their mother re-
proachfully, but she was humming
softly. They glared at their father
angrily, but he was snaking his pipe
agate and reading his innsegagane.
11•"••11111P.--  11•1•11••••
RUSSIAN GHOST STORIES.
Cinder Revealed by Spirit Visitant
and a Strange Warning
of Death.
In a certain tows in the pray trite of
Minsk, Went Russia, a peasant sudden
ty disappeared. He was last sees/ alive
waving the chureh and going home to
kis sister, with whom he lived, relatm
au exchange.
One day, in a dream, his sister saw
her brother. He looked pale, his eyes
refs closed, and his legs were braken.
He told her that is. had been mur-
dered by her husband and his brothers.
He mentioned the exact date and place
of tha deed, and added that his body
was put into a sack and thrown into the
river. Be wanted her to And his body
and lave it buried in the family grave.
The dream was reimated savers.'
UMW and at last the slater sought the
advise of her stied father-la-law. He
told her that it would be difficult toffee
the body, and if the culprits were
brought to justice her children would be
left orphans; so, after consideration,
the sister gun the matter up.
But her brother's spirit would not
rest, and appeared is a dream is the
above manner to a Mead of his. Soon
the news spread to the Weal authorities,
Who took the matter sp. The river was
searched, and the body was found In the
exact spot Jadiened.
This discovery had such as effect on
Lb. murderers that they at once nu-
teased. They gave all details of the
critne -how, after service, they took kite
to a mill where they all dined, and on
Leaving for home they attacked their
victim. Finding that the sack was too
small, they cut off the legs, tied a stone
to his neck, and threw him in the river.
The above is certihea to be perfectly ac-
curate by the local authorities
A Russian paper relates the following
an having occurred In an ofileer's family
at the time of. an outbreak of cholera.
The eldest ma was in an office ina town
nearly NO *Ilan from hislome.
One morning the family were visited
by an undertaker, who said he had re-
ceived eiders from a person. whom he
described, to male a PAID for their eld-
est son. Tbe father replied that theirs
was far arty, and that all the family
were alive and well.
Directly afterward a message came
that the eldest son had died of cholera
at the same time that his exact sim-
ilitude had been seen by the under.
taker.
HOW TO FIND BEE TREE.
Manton Have a Simple Method
Which Is Almost Invariably
Successful.
Some bee hunters simply put out's bit
of honeycomb, or eveniricklas of hone/
un a clean chip, ce‘er resorting to he
paasesey or scorched wan. And these
are apt to mark their bees with sprinkles
of flow In order to trees their light.
Whatever the belt, says the Country
Calendar, it is set on a stump, or atone.
or fallen tree, In some ape* glade of
deep woods. As certainly as the woods
bold even one bee tree, there will some
be a dozen Lees socking with all their
might. The bee kunter, stock BUIL
Viitc401  Pala atiVIly, aiming alirsre
to sprislad Wei that cow
his knows they are from the ROmiNg
rearm
Commonly be f011ows the earliest bee
at Its first rise. If be loses it te goes
hick few another. He nay watt to see
half a e.Liztil takei!!"3:1 fro= their linem.
hp hie mind as to thole. tree',
probable direction. If all of them take
one course he has plain twang—It Is
only a matter of fclloving that course.
keeping hireycs erii ears the while very
wide open. If there are crosshigbts
Dees scattering in all directions. Use
thing to do Is to follow the best markt°
line borne, if possible in th4 wake of r
laden tee, and put out fresh bait for tio
others upon another day.
Following a laden bee is not so easy
The spiral rise is confusing—but a mas-
ter bee-hunter is apt to be hawkeyed.
He watches the black mounting speck
until it strikes line, then runs along its
line, knowing well it will go straight to
within a few feet of the hive. At the
home portal there may be a slight
swerve, even a lighting upon twigs cu
the trunk itself before crawling in home.
The entrance may be a knothole, or an
Innocent looking crack or 110111). What-
ever It is. it is apt to show a faint yel-
low-brown stain, got from the passing
In and out of so many bees, wax and
honey laden.
Had Sailed on Soup.
An old captain and his mate, feeling
hungry. the other afternoon went into a
restaurant on the water front and or-
dered dinner. The waiter, with consid-
erable flourish, placed is plate of thin,
watery looking liquid before each of
them.
"Say, young fellow, what's this stuff?"
shouted the captain, gazing in amaze-
rnent at the coocoction under his nose.
"Soup, sir," replied the waiter.
"Soup?" shouted the old sea dog.
"Soup! (turning to the mate),
"just think of that: Here you and roe
have been sailing on soup all our liven
an' never knowed it till now."—Wasli-
ington Life.
Rapert Testimouy.
Higgins—Do you k111011 anything
snout young Bet-rose! ability as a book.
keeper?
Diggsbn—Sure thing. I loaned him
a copy of Shakespeare more than a year
ago and he his kept it ever since --,Cht-
eago Dal 1 y Helm
Are They All Hers?
Baoon—The lyre used to be very cow
Mon in Europe, but now they say you
can't find say of them there.
Egbirt—Yes: I believe our emigre,-









An inspection will satisfy you as





WATCH WORK A SPECIALTY
•224 BROADWAY







He and His Prather Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
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e REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
At Register Building, 523
without the self imposed assistance
of the general council; or to put it
plainer, if the duty properly belongs
t the board, its members propose te
perform • it.
There is nu feeling is the matter,
whatever, but just a case of where
Benadieray men differ tam a point, and to settle
it, the whole matter will go to the
comets and which ever way it is de-
cided will have to be accepted by
Loth boards, and each will then







Entered at the Postoffice of Pad*
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year 
IIlie Months .t .   2.so
Three 'Months    'As
One week  .20
Anyone fasTrtig to receive this limper
regularly should report the matter to
The Ranester Office lit' once.
phone Camiresiand 31&
Tele-
Wednesday Naming, December 27.
The POW4I2 CO Appoint.
The long stand ng difference be-
tween the general council and the
board of ptiblie works iii the matter
iof appointing the market master, the
sewer inspector and the eharfmaster
was brought to a head yesterday
when the board of public works made
-AppoitizTtfliS to ttW three places
mentionot
'The general ceuneil has always ap-4
tpeinted the men to fill those places -
and only two weeks ago made a;
peintnitnts for next year. but as the
suarken house, wharf and sewers.are
Leder the simerri• ion and control
of the board public worts, that
hoard hae oneo contended that it
has the rano or power by the char-
ter to select the men eho arc in
eliteet charge of those public prop-
erties. In this view the board is sus-
tasted by an opinion from the well
1412(1"1 legal firm of Hendrick. Miller
,& Marble
Last Apra when the board of pub-
Alin works was cOnaposed of the late
,Eil. P. Noble, John G Ftinkliff and
bre editor of The Register, that firm
was employed by the members of the
board to investigate On question of
*c right to appoint the market
u.aster and the sewer inspector. On
!twit 5. the firm _gave a written
opinion that the investigation of the
question convinced them that the
power to appoint those officers re-
sided in the board of public works.
This .opinion was forwarded to the
several council with a courteous but
tirm letter calling attention to the
law as construed by Messrs. Hen-
drick, Miller and Marble, and its
• 
.
the general council that
while the board of public works had
ro desire to usurp any of the rights
'sit- accorded. the general council that it
a.. steadfastly Protested against that
body undertaking to exercise any
powensor eight that properly belong-
ed to the board of public works.
When the old board of public
works received the opinion, the mem-
bers decided that when the time for
appointing those officers arrived that
.the board should appoint them. This
ibScon of the situation was also adopted
boatel 'some months
time has the board
other than to make
and then leave' it to
ky the present
ago,- and at .no
expected to do
the appoitments
the courts to pass upon the question.
„. The charter *specifically sets forth
the fact that the city government.
shall be divided into three depart-
ments, towit: legislative, executive
surd judicial. And that neither de-
partment shall exercise the rights or
• 'covers belonging to either of the
other departments.
As we understand it, the board of
pebl:c works has no particular desire
. to appoint men to jobs in the city,
for in tbe matter of the twenty or
more mei in the etreet and Ilight
departments,' the board hi Inver
named any of them, leafing that
kattir:th the sepeririberedente, tliAnhia
members feel that as the board is
held responsible for the market
houses, wharves and sewers that the
appointing of the men in charge of
them naturally goes with them, and
further, if the appointments properly




sides to make the appointments.
In this connection The Register
ssill say that there arc a. ourober of
poits in the second class charter on
which there arc (Inferences of opin-
ion, and which we have always
thought should go to the courts for,
review and coneteuction—notably.
the method of apportioniug the Zbst
for sewers. This year, at least four
different methods have been invoked
by the city, and every sensible per-
son knows that each of the four
method cannot be right or according
tn the law. It would coat but little
to settle the questions, and the best
policy is to take up these matters
and have them settled as speedily as
possible. for the longer public quits-
lions are put off for settlement, the
more discord, contention and tam-
fusion.
A Sidewalk Decision.
The Register has always contended
that tly streets and s'dewalits are for
public purpose* only and cannot be
lawfully used for any other purpose.
The thoroughfares are dedicated for
pubhe purposes and individuals have
no right to utilize • them for their
private business or occupanny. .The
present board of publi: work'.. has
adopted the same view of such mat-
lets and have been persistent in their
e•Torts to prohbit encroachments on
II e Public ways. A few wee ka ago
ti.e. board radioed a residence to be
moved that occupied two feet of a
public alleyway—it has refused to
permit wooden or nroieawnings to be
erected over the sidewalks. Some
months ago it began a crusade against
low awnings and swinging signs. The
general council reduced the henna*
of awrings from nine feet to eight
feet and made a mistake in doing so.
Only about ten merchants were saved
the expense, of raining their awnings
because they hung between eight and
nine feet .from the pavement while
dozens of merchants who had iwn-
lugs below eight feet raised them to
that heightn, and for the same money
could have had the awnings raised to
nine feet Were they properly belong
--e•ght feet is too low. for a man of
average heighth to walk under when
carrying a raised umbrelLa. In the
matter of signs, the board expects to
clear the hdewalke of them next
week. and already a nutraber of the
owners are having (heir signs re-
moved, and which adds greatly to the
appearance of the streets.
At the meeting of the board yes-
terday a request to erect a bay win-
dow out over the sidewalk .was re-
fused. If a bay window can extend
two feet out over the publil highway,
others would want to extend tut five
feet and so on; Therefore, the board
concluded to draw the line at 'the
property line.
There is an old law often refeered
to in reference to a merchant being
entitled to use two feet of the side-
walk on which to display his wares,
that law became null and void one
year after the city went into the sec-
ond class and it should never be re-
vived. The public needs the room.
and people who engage in business





*A •recent decision of the supreme
cotirt of Illinois emphasirzes the
ideas :et forth above and yesterday's
Chicago Chronicle. in commenting on
that decision outlines very clearly the
rights of the public and gives the very
besit 'of reasons why a city should re-
fuse to grant any individvals the right
to„eiseroach upon public highways in
.oedet to convenience thernselven or
incur a laving at time expense of the
Nilotic., The Chronicle hie this to say. •
on the subject:
"Among the numerous excellent de-
cisions banded, down by the supreme
court on Monday as a sort of Christ-
as, gift to the people of Illinois was
greatiy needed decis'on in regard
to the sidewalks of Chicago.
"A cold storage- company en .In-
diapa evetine !fisted to build up the
i.idewalk in front of its plant six feet
•
above the sidewalk grade as a con-
venience its- shipping. It applied to
the ety council for a special, permit
to maintain sue% a sidewalk for ton
years. It offered the aldermen the
usual inducements and as a matter of
course got the permit, built the ob-
struction and compelled the public to
walk in the muddy roadway instead
of on its own sidewalk.
"In the meanwhile private citizens
who got tired of walking in the mid-
die of the street applied for a man-
damus requiring the city to remove
the obstruction. The court below re-
fused it, but the suererne court has
now granted 'it and down will come
the obstruction. The court laid down
the general rule that the city coun-
cil had no power to authorize private
parties either to lower or to elevate
a sniewalk as.a conveoience ko their
business.
"The supreme court -has dslivered
similar denstroos before, busai wider
slightly different nircumstances. These
decisions interfered seriously enith the
special permit and graft ng industry
of some of the aldermen and a few
years ago they determined to put a
stop to them. They drew up an
amendment to the charter which, hav-
ing been juggled through the legisla-
ture. was approved in May, ones. and
was adopted in the usual negligent
way by a referendum vote and in this
amendment they inserted the follow-
ing provision:
"The City counel may also regulate
theuse of space over the streets,
alley, and public places of, the city
and .upon payment of proper compen-
sation to be fixed by ord'mance, may
permit the use of the space more than
twelve feet above the level thereof.
"It was fondly hoped 4by the graf-
ters that this would mop the mouth of
the supreme court and that they
would hear no more Of the opinion
that the city had no right to sell, rent
or give away the peoples streets. In
this they have been disappoiated. The
supreme court has now sweep away
th S refuge of lies ansi. decided that
no matter what compensation :nay Sc
paid either to the city or to the alder.
manic jobbers the city still has no
right to permit any pnvate party to
elevate or lower the sidewalk as a
convenience to his business.
sTh s decision, if a should beacted
en by the city goverroment, will be 3
godsend to Chicago."' Probably no
large ci:y In the country is so much
defaced and obstructed by sidewalk
obstruction, is this is. Merchants
seem to think they have a perfect
right to appropriate the sidewalks to
tbc r own use' and to force the people
to walk wherever else they .can.
e t 4





erects a new building
the city builds his ii4iwaitikui
higher than those of his tie ghbors
without the slightest regard to the
established grade. The attention of
the superintendent of streets and com-
missioner, of public worki, has often
been directed to this evil, but they
would always plead "special perm ts
and aldermanie courtesean
"There is not mach ressiitt to hope
that these officers even be affeetiej by
so small a thing se a decision the
supreme court Mayor , Harrison
loudly proclaimed that he itiould not
be governed by these decitione and
there ie no reason to think the pres-
ent adnsinstration • is any' better. It
used to be facetiously said that an
appeal lay from the supreme' court to
the nearest justice of tile ',MCC', but
it is not said so any longer, because
these decisions are reverie& by the
city officers thernselves'at wilt. That
is the way some of them make a
"The worst th sig about these ob-
structions is that they contribute to
the already frightful congestion of
the downtown district. In then mer-
chants were compelled to carry on
• their business on their own premises
they would have to move away where
land is cheaper, and that Would re-
lieve the congestion and citric the
c ty to grow. There are a/feady sev-
eral large houses that have interior
courts into which their wagons drive
and all large estabhiehmenti should
be forced to maloe similar pro-vision
for carrying on their busihess. Th's
wotinl make them scatter 'and then
Chicago would no longer be "cabin'd,
cribb'en confined, bbtind in' between
the lake and the river."
How the President Spent Xmas.
(Chicago Examiner.)
Early morning breakfast.
Family exchange of gifts in the
library.
Trip on foot to church.
Visit to brother-in-law, Rear ,ad-
neira1 Cowles.
Tennis vith his sons..\
Christmas dinner at hight (with
Lodge and Marine Band as acces-
sories.)
Persons called liars during day—
no
Messages indiied to congress—
none.
Essays issued on race
vorce and morality—non.-
Heathen-5 recommended for clizen-
ship—none up to midnight.
—Tuesday night fire started in some
boxes on thrc second floor orjake
Biederman's Southern. Tea and
Coffee company store on South.Sec-
ond near Broadway. The lose from
fire and seater is about 000
•
MUCH CHRISTMAS Down To Busioess"JOY" BRINGS
GRIEF Is on the lips of every
business man, as the old
MOTORMAN N41)IRALEJOHMNA. DE year goes out and the
SaN'S GUN.
new year conies in.
EXCMNO SCENE ON Then, it is essential
ROWLANOTOWN CAR for every Business Man .to istivea rubber
(
LEROY CRUTCHFIELD, COL- stamp made to assist him *Sown To
ORED, FINED FOR FAILING
TO SUPPORT CHILDREN. Business andsnorten his labors.
Have your old Dater set
for the New Year, by get-
ting a new one, good until
1912. \ These daters are
made of the best material
possible to be put in vul-
canized band dater,.
We make all of our rubber stamps
in Paducah, on short notice.
523 Broadway, New Telephone 36.
DIAMOND STAMP WORKS.
Warrant Against Robert Lee Hawkins
Is Postponed Until Saturday—
Big Docket Yesterday.
-Bear Skins Johnson, colored, may
be "Skinned" Johnson before he is
finished witb, if there is proven the
charge lodged against him by Con-
ductor Wm. Whale of a Rowlandtown
street car. Judge David Cross called
the ease in the police court yesterday
'teaming and continued it over until
t0111110trow.
Christmas morning about so o'clock
Johnson took the car for Rowland-
town, and when Conductor Whale put
out his hand for fare, the negro told
hint to take rt away or he would,
shoot it off. Whale got the fare, and
when Johnson left the car at Rou,
landtown he pulled his gun and shot
twice at the conductor, who was not
kit. Johnson iva; arrested by Officer
Henry S ngery at the gas plant on
North Third where he works for the
traction people, who also owir the gas
concern. •
LeRoy Crutchfield. colored hack-
man, was fined $50 for putting an
aged negro woman out of his hack
at Ninth and Kentucky a.enue after
enarging her fifty cents to ride She
nearly froze by morning when she
was found in a fence etrner of that
vicinity by a white man. She was
a stranger who hail just come to
town.
Joe Wagoner wars fined $3 for figto-
ing a girl on South Third street.
Until Saturday was postponed the
warrant charg•ng Robert Lee
Hawkins with getting $S-So from
W. Orr by churning that he had
an express package at tne office and
needed money to pay the charges. It
developed no packabe was there for
him.
A tine oi Sao waa gi.en Will
Frazier, colored, for failing to support
h's little children. Theswarrant was
gotten out by the wife
Pete O'Beten. Ed Martin, W. F
Flaxtors Albert lientry. Wm Toiletry
and Bean Hastens were each fold $t
for being drunk.
Eugene Gimes lea, tined $s for a
breneh•of the peace. uhile Chas Ben-
nett was dismissed.
Cliff Lee and lire ii'rNrge had
trouble, the former being fined $t
while Frogge waa aequitted.
'Joe Wood and Rine Multrna, col-
ored. were both held to the *rand
nine on the chariot of petty larceny.
It is claimed' Madlint. who works for
Glauber's "table at Third and Wash-
ington. stole a bag of feed which he
eat out on the eideualk tenor* day-
lion/ Chr'stenos mornino. The tenter
found it there awn lay in wa7t. Wood
drove lip shortly with lie hack, got
off and secured the feed. Officer Bren-
nan stepped out of the dark and told
Wood to drive to the city hall where
he was locked up.
Charles Leverter was fined Sat.
Georgia Leverter Sr and Curtis Finn
bands nro for a general fight, while
Arthur Threat was given continue
ance.
Charles %nine ann Albert Johnson
were die-missed of the breach of the
peace charge.
ceiotree Tom Allard. Fraene
Bl'se, Jim towe and Geo. Jones were
each fined Sm.,
Until next Monday wee postpone d
the breach of the peace eharre art-aims
James Jones and Charles Smith who
fought cue% other.
Andrew MeDeniels woe released and
there filed away the warrant chanting
Min with beiog drunk and disorderly.
R. H. Hogan was dismissed of the
breach of the peace charge.
Sam Ford was fined $s and costs
for being drunkand disorderly.
There were thirty-seven orisonere
on the bench yesterday morning, this
benac a record breaker as the ofneers
cannot remember when that many
wehe up in one day before.
Masonic Notice.
Paducah Lodge No. yr,. F. & A. M.
Intl meet at 7:30. o'clock ithiAi no--
tight in Silted-- eammunieffent aIi
for anneal election officers. Every
member erred to be Present at tfulf
hour. Visitors welcome,
FRED A C K ER. ?if aelen.
Talie a Walk. 
• .
'Th' stove walker." said Uncle
Josh this morning. "may mat raise
enien dnet, but he generally gita that
it time t' be lite t' dinner, b' links!"
-
REP ULBICAN ELECTIONS
BRINGS ON A CLASH
WARD OF PUBLIC WORKS YESTERDAY EVIDENCED DETER- 6
MINED ASSERTION OF ITS LEGA.L AUTHORITY BY SE
LECTLNG THE NEW MARK ET MASTER. SEWERAGE IN-
SPECTOR AND WHARFMASTERs TO SERVE DURING spay--
IF THE REPUBLICAN APPOINTEES CONTEND FOR THESE
PLACES IT WILL BRING THE CONTROVERSY INTO THE
COURT FOR A DECISION A II TO WHICH BODY HAS AV-
THORITY TO MAKE THESE APPOINTMENTS
rosed of the couiicilma
nianic bodies. This le
Will have to be made
eclat d by the gener
th places contend
%atom.
Always. until the city lwcnt into the
second etas*, the connei elected these
officers. On interne tto the sec-
cad class this munici lity had to
have named a booed of public works,
which has complete en of the
public wharf, market h
Systems, and public Ii
The board of works It
that the charter gives s
name the wharfmaster,
and sewerage inspector,
for that body has nit
appointments as the ge
would not give away, b
each year to elect thes
the other offices, sunh
sinan, city weigher. etc
main under control of t
boards in the second el
Some weeks ago the
works sent a letter to t
officials, calling the atte
latter to the charter pie
requesting that the rig
board of works be not
and the board permitted t
officers. The legislatis
contend the right of e
robin their body, so th
the board of Works' le
comment, thus ignoring
munication. The eotihei
men, ten nights a. .w
offices, elected Roark fl.
master, A. Bundamate s
spector, and Charles E.
master. Brown and ,Bun
occupied their positions




Re:ying upon their co




SEWERAGE I NSPEpOR — A.
Franke i
The abase are the se ciliates made
yesterday by the boar of public
works dining their meeting at the
city hall, these mentinned parties
being named jo fill ise respective
public positions during icier', and in-
structions issued for them tto report
for duty the morning if January 1,
Li tike charge of the departments
allotted them. The elettions by this
board now places up far settlement
before the courts the question of
which municipal body has the right
ter fill these places, the board of pub-











































the charter, 'Re hoard of wotks yes-
tea-day made their appointmeots and
instructed those chosen to qualify
and report for duty January
YestFrday Mr. Bell appeased be.
fere the board of wnt.si and es-
pained that hc had come lo see if
soy instructive were to be given
histi, so he could acquaint himself
with the marketrnastern notice by
the first of January, and the board
of works told him Mn. Smedley
would be marketmastef until homey
.1. and In. .to who would succeed hi in
had not :yet been determined.
The city offichils Stile If the Re-
publican appointees contend for their
positions that this will bring the
matter into court for settlement as
Is which body has a legal eight to
make abe selection",
1111fster in for 1. 87rewl:4`yeas rs -and makes
the most efficient Officer ever filling
that position. Mr. Franke is the
sell known plumber •anirj scored faith-
fully and creditabiy.loe .seiveral years
as sewerage inspector 'until the pres-
ent Republican boards teamed A.
Bundarnao to succeed .hi., .Colostel
,Potvr is the well, known retired Valli-
nes, man and politician anderill We
a fine .markettPaster,. having been a
farmer. grocer . and marketer. for
years before retiring, therefore well
qualified to look, after the- poblic in
stitution, which he thoroughly under
stands down into the miamte details
All the tneribets. of the board of
works were present yesterday whets
the elections were held, President
Wilhelm. Secretary Taylor.and.nblem-
her L•ingstaff. . .
Notice Tax Payers.
AU persons who have not payed
their taxes by January let, teroy.
will proceed to levy and sell Moder
watrants issued by the eduaty -tterk.
Please call and settle same, as this
i; the last call I Will Make for taxes-
Respectfully,
JNO. W. OGILvrE, Srttiff.,
-
littyonic Notice; ,
'nein City. Lodge No, in A.
M. will melt 't) stated commuoication
at 8 o'cloCle tonighl in the, Fraternity
building. The annual reports foe th
year will be rosin 4f.to ricction 0
officers be held. 'At will be the mos
interesting meetirrignifath5 year.
iting brethren' arc "arc:femur.
JAS. E. W41444.31,, gasten
• GEO. 0.vINGRAM„ Ste.
—Win, Martine-a drunken man fell
into the river at the wharf,T
night, but Captain John. street of
night fame at the wharf, pulled
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WATCH IS TO BE BIG JAILER WAS RELIABLE ANDKEPT ON STREET LIGHTS
WORKS ORDERED THAT "TROALEfititAti* .f3iiAT POWERHOUSE UNTIL :o O'CLOCK EACH . EVEN-WHILE PEOPLE RESIDING ON CORNERS WHERE. tows HANG WILL BE ASKED TO NOTIFY DEPARTMENT. OF MY IRKKCAILARITY IN BURNLNO—MAMPHIS COM-
A.
' PASY SVIZIWITIGS RUtHING THINGS AS RAPIDLY AS POS-IBTX WITIS TUE NEW STREET viiptuc—swy WINDOWS. ,, .--, ;.—itigitZellirr PPZJECTION S OVER THE PUBLIC SIDE-• 
i 
AUS REPTISED BY BOARD, IN KESIPING HIGH-OSE OP SWEEPRR PILTUFORS OW AC-
'
.11. THE GREAT CLOUDS OF DUST IT CAUSES—OF viroaxs. MEETING YESTERDAY.-1 •
4
. In order to obviate the gosibility
of-aay of the street electric fights go-
ing out and not receiving hignediate
attention. the board of walla during
its sessiim yesterday directed Super-
. intendegt "bittihlirr of the light plant
,to keep a "trouble man" at the mini-
' *al powerhouse on lsiadisoo near
Mnth street every evening until to
o'clock, so that whenever a report
Ohne, toi the plain that ths or that
Let it, not burning. this attache can
4nuniedlately4 be dispatched to the
attoint of trouble To further improve
the excellent management the pknt
lariblibtahll(; tits, hoard decided to
send postal cards to two popk livingcir (lore by every corner where a• .sttsis... requesting these citizens
trateleohone the powerhouse at anyhour they find the arc is not burningproperly on their respective corner, soiirgo•r be sent out at once
and put the lamp ingood condition. The board will sendthe cards to homes and establish-ments that have telephones, so quick-iiplormation sad be conveyed of thetrefectiie light. should any exist. Astte people upon the corners are theMiff iuciegly 'masted and more late-ly to notice a bad lamp than others.they are chows for thie co-operativework, which it is believed will benoutnalty beneficiat The board re-ferred to the -in's-Tit:tendert fdr in-vestigation the list of. lights Mayor'Ye .er sail had been reported to himus not burning.
The Memphis Paving itil .ksplutlfcompany informed the board that itwould do the hest possible under thecircumstances to get finished as quick-ly at peso bit the work of laying thebride -streets on Washington from• first to Third. and Second from Ken-tucky :venue to Washington street.The board a aseek Of two ago in-structed the company to double itslorce of men if possible, in order toget this improvement finished by thefirst of oext year, and the contractorsreply they are doing 'the best. theycan, ensploying many men and rush-itig operations.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliouhaked the board for permission to wethe street sweeper to Clean the publictlioronghfares in place of the BusherMarne the bitter mid weefher. Thisrequest. was declined because thesweeper raises too much dust, said theinspector was ordered that whenever.titt elements got so cold the flusherrfattid riot be Used on accotint of.thewater freezing on striking the street,that the cleaning of the thoroughfaresbe'cliscoatitmed a few nights until theSitter spell passed over.
"Ilse geeitipri of arranging the iur-lati'urater diahiage in the alley be--bitten Beoadway and Kentuckyavenue, beyond •N neteenth street. wail' ',referred to CO 'Enttineer`Washing-The.disite is to Make the drain-site of mei a ett:re as to Sow thewater iqtce tht big culvert being6tyf-thit"«.ay.
W. Armour pandner complaned tothe "board that someone bid built a*Irate fence across the public alleyiabh tirerebf:Moiltra. .ntis highway;Which runs through the block%minded by Eleventh, Twelfth, Nor-.1401' Vela streets. - Street Inspec-tee Minh era, duetted to look intothe Matter, iatitair to have the fenceirOtether 'public' alley.'•il iffiterl4:* ;ro4.14 a bill of $t6.25the . his itw,k Contractor'Moines - Bridges - foi• some sewerageivoric that 1s5' &Yee by theinenCapcility as tenth of a cave-in ofkttd -trenches, Bridges,' excavated forThe new sanitary and Storm sewerhystem he is laying.
Contractor -Wm' Husband; wasan extension ot time until Apraen which iso finish grading andgrowling West Clay from Seven-teenth to Nineteenth street. He can.-I not get the Work- done w:thin theoriginal time limit !,
The Homejelephorte company wasgiven sntborgg to -put, up -new polesSn alleys in, the Vest End.. The alley running from Seventeenthto Ninteettili.Striii 'betivoen Clay andI. mut% hier ,then theottoWA it 2'ris; and in*It?: tlrat can .drive irprntet into silleY,:the high end. was"40 tilt itOwn' by Hie 'street in:ccibr iolite to gradually slope toitteci'itspd'thittirli rtiltke,it easierhorsed intering the alley,
- ,cfTt 40:0efint. was ordered tow ittree,' bOltds diet Contractor-11t• iiive to aige.is foe ,fSitin to iguarinat5C that-Ilse.*eel" .4! good4aie for.five ye4rstianerete'',-Side Ite fetentik laidWin :.•.vent:e fro= Jeffernarttostreet. while the- other is, for
$i,000 and guarantees he will main-
tain the concrete pavement on Jonesbetween Ninth and Eleventh streets.
City Engineer Wash ugton turnedin to the 'board a big batch of esti-mates showing how much the city•has to pay out of the public treasury
for concrete, bitnlithic and brick workdone on Jefferson from Fifth toNinth; Sixth to Seventh, and Ninthfrom Kentucky avenue to Jefferson;Kentucky avenue from Second toN nth; Garrett,- Bridges Second,Washington, and Fountaih avenue
work.
The boiled refused E..C. Clark's re-quest that' he be permitted to put a"bay window- in the' front' of thesecond story of hintkw building 'atMaiden alley and Bioatlway.: Thewindow would extend several ket outover the tideetalia It is understoodothers are intending to ask tab
for permission to pqt bay waticniraand also large builting pillars thatwould stand or extend oil! over thepublic pavement, but they will be re-fused, as the board ills 'adopted arigitspoli:y to keep the public thor-ougErares, streets and sidewalks both.entirely deeoid of anything of an ob-
structive nature ,
The board ordered reduced from$515 to $300 the c.ty's bill against thestreet. car company for the cetr.entused in the new conetete culvert builtin Cross creek where Caldwell streetruns through the ereek hollow. Thisreduction is to be effective, if nothingdevelops shoving the traction peoplehove to bear more of the expense.When the board had the eulyert builtit was thought the car people were to'pay th.! entire cost of, the' gement.which was $5t5, inasmuch as the cul-vert wait of benefit to the car toe, aswell a• the city. The City engineerpresented this bill to Ur. Blether.who 'tubed it was wrong as last yearhe had agreed with the old board oiworks to pay only &30o of the im-provement cost, and not all thecement expense. On the engineer re-porting this status of affairs, theboard directed Clerk Kirkland to lookover thq council and aldermanic rec-ords, and if nothing was found show--ing any new agreements followingthat of 1g05, the account is to be re-duced to gyoo.
Soperiatendent Itebbler of the lightplant wall directed tf, GOMPrY with thelegislative author:ties wishes, whichare that the superintendent make outa bill 'hewing to whet addiional ex-pense the city will be put to up untilJanuary t, by virtue of the ntitweeks delay of the General Electriccompany of Cincinnati in getting herethe new electrical equipment for themun'cipal powerhouse and streetlights. Mr. Kebbler bad made out abill of *nage!' against the electricpeople, but it included only, up totwo weeks ago.
In another coition is shown thatthe hoard yesterday named ColonelJoseph E. Potter marketmaster, FrankBrawn, the wherfotaster, and A.Franke the sewerage inspector, toserve dating loon: They will havecharge of the department% *notedthem, and if the Republican ap-pointees contend for their pieces, thecourts decide the matter.Presdcut Wilhelm, Seerseary Tay-lor and Member Langstaff'. were allin their teats during the sess.irws
Luther Burbank, the plant wizard,showed lest month to t/it Studentsof Stanford university. an apple thatwas swdet on one side and and son'tri the Other.
e"This' apple shows us," Mr. Bin-hank said, "flow different treatmentswill have different effect!. It shownbow etilirournent tante: the mostradical 'changes."
He smiled.
"As in apples, so in men," he gird."There Sised to live in Santa :liona good, kind man, but usfortanatelyhe rear-fled a shrewish Wife and. thewotrian changed his nature."One morning after' his wife hadcalled hlini a good-for-nothing loaferand Mat:chest his breakfast daily, beitarted off, • hungry and isoie. forwork.
•
. ' • inu Y-3
(Y1tr-tcoltlitg wnetion entered ihecar the eft's iria. Slid got into a v*ta-lent dispute with-the condewthr 'Overher'thengp- FanieNb-, siridisitottre.she looked about her and said:•''Is there a geitelenian on th4e car
see
who will stand by and a lady• .introttedr 
"The hungry matt whose natureteirlSeem spoiled rove wig
• 'Vox, usaditiV,.hr
,
SANTA CLAUS 1 SOBER OFFICERS "÷' Contractor l'at Halloran returned'yesterday to the quarries. at Cedar• Bluff after Spending several days here.! Superintendent Egan of the Louis-ville diesion of the I. C. arrived yes-terday.
.Mh. Thomas Quigley of Greenv ilk,
1
4 
Miss., is visiting his grandparent.,Colonel and Mrs. Q. Q. Quigley-Mrs. Frank Roth of Georgetowni ihict, end Mrs. Josephine Meaaner. of lira:rides. COWL, =sive& this morn-ing to•esit Mrs. Frank Efinger andMiss Pauline Roth of North Sixth-Mre:Ceerit Lacy of New York is inCs. city- visiting his grandparents;C•ilonel and M:s.. Thomas .1. Bakerel North Ninth:
Miss Gussie Young ol Hopkinsvilleis vistiing her sister, Mrs. J. B. Gar-ber of West Jefferson street.'Mr. Pierson Lockwood today returns to Dayton, 0., ate:, spendingseveral days in the city.
Mr. John Wilhelm returned yester-
than-man of the board, said he Was day front Memphis where he spent
*tot, and that his only request the Christmas with his sister, Mrs. Addle
coramssioners V. as that the latter W. Perkins.select only sober and reliable men NIni. Da. Walker of Dyersburg
of morality for places in each de-, Tenn.. has returned home after visit-
partment, as a city was judged to a :tug her parents, Mir. aud Mrs. George
great extent by its attaches. 
1 Crumbattgh of North Seventh. She
Aldermen Session. 
' was accompanied by her nephew,
This evening the mayor will A- m
as
ter Lee coumbaugh, Jr.semble the aldermen in special sea- 1 Mr. Thomas McGregor and bride
sion for purpose of giving first adcrp- ' were in the city yesterday en route
tion to the license revenue ordinance / to their home in Benton, alter a wed-
as amended. Tomorrow night the ng trip to New Orlea4s•
chief executive will have the council- i •'Mr. Edwin Wilson of East St.
men meet for the same purpose. HE: Louis is in the city visiting, hiis
does not know whether any more Imother, Mrs. 'Kate Wilson of Broad-
called meetings will be necessary to
•
wind up,thie year's business, 'but if 1 '
Mr. Louis Dodd tif Hickman 'is
they are needed, he will assemble the ti,,,T•,. .11 business.
morrow by the public. Anyone desit- legislat:ve authorities.a 
State Senator Cotin Lynn of 'lur-
ing to donate should notify Rev. ••




liter. Chiles Gives Annual anintinas
Tree Tonsorrow night to the Poor
Children.
Tuesday at hoots City JailerThomas Evitte hut aslarge crowd of
poor boys at the City Hall policecourtroom, as his guests for the swell
spread tendered them consisting of
turkey, oysters, celery, pickles, candy.
Irtfts, etc. As the boys did not de-
vour everything the jailer in theafternoon loaded his wagon down and
started upon a rouninfof the poor
families. over town, delivering good
things to.eat to all. He .wound up
at the Home of the Friendless when,
large quantities were left. Wilde SanIlia rounds someone stole the jailer's
tine brd dog that went along, InnArr. Evitts was feeling so happy over
the good cheer little children were re-ceiving at his hands that he forgavethe thief and is just wating for thedog to turn up.
Mission Christmas Tree.
The ',annual Christmas tree for thepoor children be given tomorrowevening by Rev. Chiles and wife atthe Rescue Mission on South Thirdstreet. They have already receivedmany presents, while addition 
ia
al con-tributions will be made today and t-
MAYOR URGES COMMISSION-ERS TO MAKE THIS THEIR
SELECTIONS.
Aldermen Meet This Evening andthe Canned Tomorrow Wightus Special Session.
police conamispioners Ye-sferfday notified Mayor Yeiser that to-morrow night 'had been -decided oti asthe time for holding the specialsessioti, -during which gathering theconstnissionefs will name these ciffi-cers of the police department and Aredepartment for teos.
On being asked if he was takingany hand in the coming appoint-Wrists, the mayor, who is ex-officio
Chiles, early so he can call, as hill (WOMEN FLEE SHOTS
. Mhts Emma Ranasaint of St. Lon-
wagon is being kept on the constant
I OF NEGRO SOLDIERS ' . . . . • , 
r Mrs. 0. D.








Prevents and cures chapped- rough
skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
reused by the cold wieSs.
Delightful to use after shaving,






will be held at this church 
41104nTtP
Ah Car During Riot at Leaven-
- worth.•••
on ILirahail bott 
t Miss Robbie Hay Will warn today D•
, hoine le'vard.
ort Leavenworth. Kan, Dee. so.— 




spent the holldays with het situ,. BOOK AND MUSIC MAN
unk en negri! troopers of the 31r. Clay Lemon of Ma.yitted hasNinth Cavalry taste night seized an :stunted tonic after !spending Christ - At Harbour's Dept. Store.mas with his father-in-law. Circuit Ierk Jot' A. Miller. His wife and —sehild remained for a longer visit. KING EDWARD EATSMrs. P. A. Drennon of Nashsille is UP A •MENAbERIEconductor were -badly beaten and cut visiting her daughter, Mei. ArthiteLY glass from the broken windows. Ward of.,Flarri400n stieet. Loudon, Dec.. rd.-King Edward,miss Erzabeth Hasti.,Benimt Queen Alexandra and the •Prnee. and
the lives of several white women 
the family 07-Ait. lunna Princess of W,alcs passed Ciristrizas
On the car also were endan d 
at Sandringham. Flom', au enormous
Linable to escapt by the doors, which CI" :̀: •
center
iVe*,blocked by negroes, the woinen! Mr. Gips liurotte .wife and .child of Christmas tree, occupyins Cie 'sper*I soldiers jumped through Dallas, Texas, are visiting the form- • 
of the ball room. the Queen 'andisthermembers of the, royal family ds-
er's mother. Mirs Lary Burnett of
Windows while the car was going at ,full speed 1436 Broadway.
(teethe car boob for the fort andhi the riot which followed firedmany shots at white soldiers in thecar. Several white soldiers and the
. 'I PhOnee, I Old 960 New 245 •-• •..•• .•• • •
4- -D. I- 4r 4- -te 4- 10,4-0.4
*.• PAIRSGINAL MENTICR.I.
Brothers ,of Beautiful Virginia GirlWill Plead the "Unwritten Law."
 •
Whittington. D. C., Dec. 25.—Eri-dence has come to light in this citytend ng to show that Philip andJames Strother, who shot to deathWilliam F. Bywater, in Culpeper.County, Virginia. for refusing to liveeSth their Witter Viola after they hugcompelled hint to marry her. wi rejustified in their sum: Scions that Pty.water, did not intend to keep the ob-ligations he owed to the beautifulVirginia girl.
The evidence le an a statementmade by Viola Strother, vo-cingsimultaneously the love of a younggirl's heart and the misgivings of awoman's judgment.
In the early part of this month,only a few days before she returnedgo Culpepper to see the man sheloved and doubted, shot before hervery eyes, she ,said to a manicurehere:
"I love a man verity, very dearly:but fear hint anti cannot trust him."Such a statement from the personwho, above all others loved Bywaterswill be a vital piece of testimony inthe defense of the Strother men whowill be charged bfore the court withthe killing of Bywater,.
Miss Strother was Violently Atlast is was thought she could withsafety snake the journey home. •Her brothers became aware of shecircumstances. They decided to killyoung Bywaters. the man whom, un-known to them, theireister distrustedeven while she loved Bywaterspleaded for his life, saying he wouldmarry Viola Strother.
In all trials for a killing on the"unwritten law," which, according tothe Strothers' attorneys, will be theirdefense, the motive is, of course, thestrongest feature.
A dramatic critic said in New Yorkthe other n-ght that he got off last 
1-1
month a good joke at '. B. Irving'sexpenses
"I met lafr. Irving," he began "justafter a performance of 'The Bells'Mr. frying asked me how I like* hint." 'You were immense.' said I. 'Inone scene you were quite the equalof your great father.'
"'What scene wet that?' he atked."'The, scene,' said I, 'just beforeMatthias tells his horrible dream.'"'Mr. Irving frowned.'
"'But,' he said, wasn't on thestave then.'
"'Neither,' said I, ̀ WaF your fath-'Cr.
On Christmas Day.
We will give away: •,I Exquisitely Dressed RrenchBisque Doll. . . . .. ......T Handsomely Dressed FrenchBisque Doll.
1 I Pearl Handle Gold Pen . $3.otor Juvenile Book for boy or girl .11.5ot Book (to he selected) .,.. . .5o1(and five other attractive presents.)I1 With every cash sale of 25C or o
i
ver.yr.0 get a numbered cash register!ticket. These tickets count in our.tketribution of prizes. Make your
!purchases early ar.d saw your tiaets.The above presents are row on dis-play in our show window....
E. WILSOli
•
Samuel Thompson of Evans-fort station fourteen men. mostly' ̀
When the car came to stop at the Mr *
title is visiting !is pue anlits. Mr. dvetoes, were placed under arrest eMre. J. Q. Thinnoson.and are now in the guardhouse await- Mr. Sydney Hamburger ising come martial. A detail of offi- Ovrensboro attending his eister's wed-
_
ding.ce 
Ninth Cavalry is now investigating 
nt Under C.aptain Walsh of the
Mr. Ad Resell. wif"nd child, tOThe names of the men engaged inthe tsouble have not yet been madepublic by the' army authorities.
There is much excitement amongthe officers and men here today. Iti3 tea/eel that the preaident may takea hand and that action similar to thattaken after the Brownsville riots mayresult_ Officers of the regiment alsoremember that Major Penrose andCaptain Macklin Ilave been threaten-ed with court insrtial as a result ofthe Brownsville trouble.
The 'post commander. Captain Hall,announced this afternoon that hewould give out a statement tonight,but tonight he said the statementwould not be ready until tomorrowmorning. Armed guards ape postedon each car tonight
}limy K. Adair, the detective. re-plied to the toast Detection" at adinner in Omaha.
"Speeches pregnant with meaningoften help the detective in his deli-cate work," said Mr. A:dair. "Oftena speech of eight or ten words willreveal voltrmes.
"Thus I once kneiv how thingsstood in a Milwaukee house whenheard a Milwaukee woman cay to herhusband, ',Jim do you know you talkin your sleep?' And the man replied:'Well, do you begrudge me those fewwords?' ,
•' An glAtaPh- i• -(From the Kansas City Times.).Here rest his head upon the lap of
to St. Loot. today.
Miss Nell Usher of Mayfield is theguest. of M' SS Elizabeth Sebree.Mr. 'and Mrs. Wallace Farnsley ofSmithland are visiting Captain andMrs. Frank Farnsley.
Mrs. Esteher Cravens is visiting inHopkinsville.
kftssClifton kf. Levy of Oweneborois the guest of his sister. Mrs. JacobLuft. 
•Wieseis Ethel Sights and MaryCabe yesterday went to ,Kopkinsvillefor a few days.
Miss Anna Bird Stewart of Cincin-nati. arrived last evening to visit MissElla B. Wilheini of North Fifth.
Dr. Frank M. Bourne is at Danville,Ky., attending the bedside of hismother.
Mr. Glen Parks of Nashville isviSting his sister, Mrs. John S.Bleecker.
Mr. John Woo/folk of Mcniphia isvisiting his father, Captain EdwardWool f otk.
Mr. Clarence Ellithorpe and wifeyesterday went to San Antonio, Texasafter. spending Christmas here.
Mr. Walter Hailey of Mbnrcie, La.,returned home yesterday. He hasbees esiting his parents, Me. andMrs. Wm. Miley of Ilarrison street.Miss Flora Rohr of Evansville wenthome yeterday after visiting MissIrma 'Reitz. _ ,
Miss Mamie O'Brien and M. her.bert Martin yestercity went t&in Greenville, Ky. • '• 
Mrs. Oscar B. Starks and childrenearth a yesterday, went to Tupelo, 'Mises, td
I'.
A youth to fortune and to famevisit.unknown. • Mr. Robert Greenfield of NashvilleA hundred millions came to him at spent Christmas with hie niecessthe
„ ses Morton of Broadway.
birth
Yet on the chorus he spent nary a M''ss Helen _Lowery has returnedfrom visiting in Ea-stern Kentuelcy,
tributed gifts to each members of thehousehold in the afternoon. Thetenants arid employes of the4rilyalfarms is ill receive remerisbrancer. !wefand coal being distributed to thewidows and poorer laborers.
1 The King's Christmas dinner, asusual, included a boar's head, the giftof Emperor William. caviare andsturgeon from Emperor Nicholas androasted peacock and young 'swanfrom Hampton Cowl, hes des thetraditional turkey and beef. . i
SEEK FOLK'S AID IN -
BARRING NEGRO VOTESt. Louis, Mo.,Dsc. 46.-111 aneffort to elimtriate the 'illiterate voteof 'Missouri forrne'r Governor Is V..Stevens, former Supreme Judge Wil-liams and other well known Aenio-cratic leaders will present to the leg-islature, to iriset the first week+ itsJanuary, a bill provicing that readingand writing be made a qualificationfor the iight of franchise. ILI* ad-mitted by the promoters that of theestimated 50,00D persors who wouldthus be disqualified most are negreirs.The advocates of the bill have se-cured from Governor _Eolk thepromise to treat it in hs.annual noes-sage. Republicans say that the pro-posed legislation vrOuld -cleari3rpartisan, as it would be aimed at fivenegro, who, they claims,would-be al-most universally ifisqualifies1 in coun-ties controlled by the democrats.:..
He Seized 20,000 Quails'Enid. Ok., Dec. 26.—Garne Warder.Watroue has made the largest ban?of game ever made in Oklahoma,seizing an entire car of quail on TheRock Island road. The quail werepacked in egg cases, and it is esti-mated there were over 20,00Q. in thecar.
The game was shipped by theOkeene , Okla., Produce Company,.the same party who has been areecteed and paid large fines on smiostsoccasions for a similar offense. Thequail were consigned to Chicago no-der the head of "dressed poultry and
eggs."
Best Kentucky and IllinotCoal—Also dealer in Lime and Cement, Agent for W'aitehail and Agatite Cement
ir•IU 011t- MGM"









Solid Gold Watch Elgin
Movement lie
2o Year Gold Filled Case
Elgin movement $9-75
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons
75c Set.
Genuine Rogers' Knives and
Forks 83.19 a set.
Get our prices on solid gold
Lockets.
Solid Gold Rings—Our Stock















Practice in all the courts of th
- State. Both photiee 31.
Rooms 1,2, 3 and 4, Register Build-













HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL I DOG'S
Only Way of Extracling the Flavor.
'lug Natter from the Bind
of the Fruit.
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
nicrchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
hand-pressed--pressed by hand out 01
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
tniormant suggested sunlit lemon
coves miles in extent on a mountain
side overlooking the blue sea.
'I'll tell you how the oil of lemon is
extracted," he said. "A man sits with
a sponge in one hand and a piece ol
fresh lemon peel in the other. He
preszcs the peel against the sponge
Living it finally a certain didicult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
tells In the rind, and the ,oil—therell
culy a half drop of it—oomes relucts
antly out upon the sponge.
"When the sponge has taken up the
drIbblings of about a hundred neds, it
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. an
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from it.
"There is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by 'quests,
lag and twisting the rind by hand. It
takes the dads of about 1,200 lemma
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
over a cocktail, and give the peal a
sudden, quick twist? Well, be was
then flavoring the cocktail with oil of
lemon, though the quiuitity be extract
ed was so small as to be quite invisi-
ble.
'Imagine doing that bartender twist
mill you had collected a quart or so co
this rare oil."
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL
Used for the Bearings of the Deli.
cats Drills Employed by
Dent Lets.
--
"No, we don't perfume axle grease,
nor do we scent the oil 'used on the
lournals of freight cars" said the deal.
sr. "but there is one lubrisatIng oil
that we &recent, and that * the fine
oil used on dentists' drills.
"Such drills, tiny little drills of beau-
:int workmanship. are made nowo
days for use In every poesible position.
There are drills thet project from the
abet at a right angle, this being made
possible by the daintiest Uttle bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head Others are set at an obtuse
angle, aid others, again, are set at an
acute angle.
"With One Or another of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole In
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put ash oil in a patient's moath,
already sufertng enough, probably.
'So here is where scented lebricat-
lag oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within the casing that
constitutes the head* attached to the
end of the IllexIble shaft and on the
dainty geeelity at the head of the drill
Iteelf—Inet 111.1 that is seentel with
lusta touch 1111 attar of mem
Nten wish They didn't haic any
harder time' thin boy' think they are
having
have the knack, of
advice into greed There are es.000 Baptist'
‘achusette.
in Sias- I
Iss‘ of the money that men
isfeitinterfeit ,
NAME IN DIRECTORY
Utica Ltst Contains One with Occu-





West street," is the way it read in the
Utica city disectory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in.
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in search of a watch-
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman. and a lively bull terrier rushed
into the hall.
Anil then the woman laughed, for
the Robert Badgero in the directory
was none other than "Bob," the man
cot of the Utica SE Mohawk Valley Rail-
way company, who had been Hated in
the directory as a "watchman" besause
that's just what he was.
Bob is probably the only dog on reo
ord who has his name in a city (lireo
tory, lie ia tee property of Milford
Badger°, private secretary of Genera,
Manager Allen, of the street rails ay.
Us is known by ail employes of the
line, and is always • welcome passen-
ger, who need pay no fare
A short time ago Bob went te Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate in the dust.
"Alas!' he cried, "you have broker,
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with' fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance sur
Von
"No," be said; "It's only two ribs
and the left sboulder blade.'
With an exclatarrion of relief the
c.hauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pueed
collar ei elbow, or any bolts you like
the lever and sped on —Pbtladelphia
Bulletin. an' wipe the ground with you. &sold as I
am I could lick you with one hand tied
behind me. I bet I can pitch two loads
of. hay afore you could one—but you'd
rig up a derrick an' a portable auto
tcatic hey fork an' save time an' do it
easier. Time! Ain't you got all the time
there is? You tilt out an' law wood is
atead o' :satin' a steam engine to do IL
an' your bucket be the better for It
Pump water for the stock an' let the
wind do the work the Lord intended an'Not Worried. you'll raise some muse* on your arm
1"They say the race is (Towing small Pitch your own hay an' git • chest oser every year." observed the scientist, you; bolter aerost a ten-scre field an' Ins-
OLD-TLME METHODS. Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, keutacky
Haunting Year.
"Yet', there is one cloud on y fu
ture's
"What is that"
"I do so fear that s hen I have
worked so hard to make a name to ge
down to posterity they may go and
pat me in a ball of fame."—Baltimore
American.
gravely. •
"That doesn't cut any figure ' "
@hinted Busyman. "Nowadays • Ina*
Is mew red by the size of his pocket,
1100l0"--Detiolt Free Pow.
Speaking at the dinner held 10 cele-
brate the 15oth anieversary of the
Grand Antiqiits society of Glasgow
on the 16th trim... the Lord Provost
of the citl, remarked that the only
great work that remained to be done
for the present generation of citieene
eia«,nc wh.ch would *don become
a very prcseing queetion--to provide
a remedy for tlic congestion of (licit
street traffic.
Wlisn a mother gees a child
-ponge bath she uses a wash rag.
judgmcnt





May Be, Permanently Helpf uI in OneWay
If you give it temporary things, it will receive temporary pleasure and
no profit. If you give it a useful present, one that will last some time, the
child will be helped.
A bank account at this bank is the most useful present you could
give your child, and at the same time it would teach a habit—the habit of
saving—which would be the most valuable lesson than can be learned in
childhood.
Last Christmas many parents gave a bank account to their children.
You can start the account with any sum you please above one dollar.
Present your child with a bank book Christmas morning, showing that he
has several dollars to his credit in our bank, and he will va:ue it above
everything else you may give him.
• t
Come down to our new building at 210 Broadway any day between
the hours of a. m. and 3 p. m., or Saturday night, and start the 9 ac-
count with a dollar or weatever you elease. It will be made out in your
child's name and he can have a Steel Home Savings Bank to save small
sums. 




Mechanic's Farmer's Savings Ban
d. 210 BROADWAY
'When I was &young feller I 'most
gm'rally wore out my overalls at the
knees an' my calluses was all on my
hands," remarked the old man to the
farm assistant. "Now, I take notate,
when there's any patchhe to be done it's
on the seat of a man's britches an' the
rest of the wear an' tear seems to come
on his head. It's all labor-sravin' inven-
tions--contrapshuns to save a fella
trouble. S'pose it's all right, but it ain't
the way I was raised. Look at you,
aow."
"What's the trouble with me, Uncle
Dave?" asked the asaistant
"Well, you may be all right; I don't
say you ain't," said the old man. "On'y
when you came to my son's huntin' a
job what did you do? You got out that
there dipkimy you got from the state
agricultural college an' commenced
gasein' about centrifugal separators an'
electric stimplation of plant life an' nu-
tritive ratios an' permanganate o' potash
an' such like. An' John, 'stid o' shin'
you up to see whether you was unto
enough to do a good man's work an' find'
In' out whether you knew enough to
feed a cow 'tout foundetin' it an' keep
sober when you went after the mall. KW
you if you can run a gasoline onalise
what experience you've bid with soil
analysis. Gosh! Then you got the job.
There ain't no farm hands any more.
There's engineers an' biologists an'
chemists an' electricians, but there ain't
no farmers."
"It's different, that's all." said the as-
sistant. "We get the crops just the
same, but we do it easier."
"That's the p'int l'ni nuettn'." said
the old man. "You do it easier. You set
on a self-harvester-binder-thresher-
sacker an' go through a field o' grain
'thout dots' • lick more'n pushtn' a but-
ton or pulite a lever, an' then you
think you're smart because you done it
easy. Look at you I eel wrestle You.
prove your lungs, Instld o' doers
to a telephone."
"You aren't against the use of Valk
ebtnery are you, Uncle Darer asked
the assistant.
"No, I ain't 'gin rnachisay. That's
all right up to a Certain p'Int, but the
plat Is that you're rtinalie ft into the
ground. Look at the advertisements is
the papers. All of 'em to save trouble
Why waste time stroppite armor! Why
trouble to cook' Use the self-actin' this
an' the already-prepared that' an' the
isateraudie Vother. Don't fool awe)
Woe chalets' your Tittles; eat the pro
digested health food that will save youi
stummick trouble. Don't use the legs
that you've been welkin' with: ride, an
save the wear an' tsar on 'em, or stay
at home ate press a button or write a
postcard an' have what you want
brnught to you. We kin furalsb you any.
thin' you've a mind to lineation quiches
WV cheaper an' easier than you kia de
it yourself by the old-fashioned meth-
ods.. Ain't that it! ,You bet it te.
"I tell you if this Wee of bevel' every
thin' done easy an' without trouble
goes on there on't be no use of Write
an' we'll all git to be the orr.eriest, tn
• shiftlessest set o' people on the
face of the girth. That's my judgment
I stay be mistaken an' It may be all right
to take life easy, but that ain't my no
UM: of it I don't feel natural with a
lot o' machinery sowin' an' cultivatiz'
an' reapin' an' marketia' an' saortio'
an' pules' an' explodite all over the
place. Life wasa't meant to be too easy
There Wet no satisfaction to me to de
anythin' if it's too blame easy. I like
to go up againet a hard proposition an
beat it out. I (OWL want a tna,zhine dine
nixed to do my for me an' set
back in an easy chair an' watch it done
I'll use my head with the next man, but
I want to use my bands, too. an' the re*
o' my body. By links. they've even got
contraptions for makin' &thin' easy,
"I don't want to sit on a traction en-
gime to do my plowinS I want to have
Any two fists aholt of the plow bandies
an' feel as if I watta-rippin' the sod upmyself. I want to straddle the clods
an' cuss at the horses an' dodge the
stumps and In other ways work my body '
as well as my head. I want to push the
saw an' swing the ax, an' shoulder the
sacks o' taters an' hoist 'ern into the
wagon. I'm a man an' not jest a swell.
heeded thinkin' machine—or I used to
be."
"It's just a cases of 'used to be' at
arritinti." said, the assistant. —Cheap'
Daily News.
Branch Office in Paducalr a Pri
REGISTER OFFICE \
For the Cenvenienee of our patrons wad the Citiltfin Of*? )have placed copies of the *rectories o f the cities named below in thelug Register office at 523 Broadway, whore the public is Invited to eullwhen dettring the address of any resides* of the cities unused.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13010,000 INMABITAI
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE• 
STATES.
List at Directories on File
A.LLEINEZNY CITY. PA. MANITOU, COLO.All All& GA. MEMPHIS, TENN.BALTIEIO.W, KM IINAVADICE.E. WI&BOSTON, MASS. MINNEAPOLIS, KINN.BRIDGEPORT, CON* NASHVILLE, TENN. .sitprix. N. Y. NAUGATUCK, CO, . 'tBROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.BUFFALO. N. Y. NEW ALBANY, IND.CHATTANOOGA. TENN. NEW HAVEN, CONN.CINCINNATI. 0. NEW ORLEANS, LA.CHICAGO. ILL. NEWPORT, KY.CLEVELAND. 0. NEW YORK CITY.COLUMBUS, 0. NORWICH, CORN.COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADUCAH, KY.COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.COVINGTON, KY. RICHMOND, IND.DAYTON. 0. • RICHMOND, VA. .DENVER. COLO. SAM LAKE CITY. UTAH.DETROIT, MICH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, MINN. :DULUTH. MINN. ST. LOUIS, MO.FA4RFIELD, CONN. SOUTHPORT. CONN.INDIANAPOLIS. IND. qPRINGFIELD, O.JEFFERSONVILLE, IND. STRATFORD. CONN.KANSAS CITY. KAS. SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.KNOXVILLIL TENN. TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES. CAL. UTICA N Y
LOUISVILLE. KY. WATERBURY, CONN.MANHATTAN. N. Y. YONKERS, N. Y.MANcmrsTER. VA.




Register Office, 523 Broadway
London to Rome Wires.
Tete-a-tete between London mei
Pan:e. 1,101 miles avert, is the latesi
telephone revelation. Prof. Majorams
has invented the microphone for um
with the telephone, whereby experte
et London and Rome have already
held disjointed conversation. To
establish telephone communication
tween the two cities is said to be
perfectly simple, Provided the conceit-
big wires are thick enough. It Is
merely a question of money. In tele-
phoning long distances sections of wire
are ,used, whictritre effective Tor inter-
mediate points, but perhaps not sub
lutanist enough for the entire die
blare. Matling the necessary substi-
tution of thicker wires the alterna-
tive is the Ilse of the microphone.
which makes it possible to hear words
trinsmitted over the thinner telfP11.
The longest distance for effective tele
phoning from London is at preset/
to Marseilles, 4i, elites dizsnt.
Healthy Bath Rooms
umbing mean.
ood health and this com-
11,1 bined with modern sanitaryfixtures helps to keep the doctor out
o41 your house. lowd•or Force, n
- Enameled plumbing fi xtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
• provements, let us show you samples ot, 
this famous ware. We guarantee good
• work, prompt service and attention no
matta how small or how large yocr job.
E. D. HANNAN.




From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
mnisimamm ALL Or maws=
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Bon Peblished.
The useless Post has for eiserai years • siesesered to secure picture* of all ItentyckyOweerwles an= at lam succeeded in *et ..ring them 'arouse the asaiffits ace of the Kea-tacky State kg ical Society.
In order to plea these picture* In • permasent form, they have bleu angroup Is an 10-tmdsits Mins showing, Keaturhy with the lateitall the presidents a the United Mates, Milers and Plags of ar noticing. MOAKessietical 44a. kisser, ot the •11111110- JO ps n War, also late maps of the rafted Its Pairanse Canal, EMWrU and Western Hemisphere, reports of the lost three modlosol ceasesad ulna Otitgt 1 information.
adillAF vollooles Adam Is FREe b. ALL IIVVOENO PosT1=semasg=11,8r nod Omio for • full year's saborriptioa by soar orefrrissiUnderstand teat these rates are by Mail only and that the sub-scription' plias blip corker or egret is to cents per week
The Evening Port publisheo Ms Or more editions (laity and the latest edition is went toeach reader actordiag to the time that it will reach them
The Welling P041 le are ill everything and h•s the Most State new, and beetmarket reports.












Loaded Black Powder Sklit
Shoot Strong and Evenly -
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
















































We have enlarged our business and
ass prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning. Dying
fd Repairing. .
K. C. Rose, Prop.




Will trat scintifically with else lat-
an improved intsruments sad up to
oath treatment di diseases of domes-
seated animals.
ALL CALLS PROSIPTLt AT..
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY. ,





C. MANNING tE111, M.P.




Rooms' 5 and a Register Building
ass 1-2 liroadwore. lialloalk. KY.






KT. Rivers, M. 131..
OFFICE 4ira BROADWAY
TICLEPHCRIR1




illeased Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
Continuous Passage. $eam;
Ticket ...co, meals and
included.
-a.,--.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
el .five or overt, Saw each, without
antis; $2 00 with meals.
)abed. music on all the boats.. For
farther particulars see
S. A'. FQIIILER. Gen, Pass. Agent
or GWEN POWLER. Cite Pass.
-Agent.. Phone 33.
•  _ 
J. C. Flourney Cecil Reel
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYBRS.








Teachings Which Nave Become Part
of the PrscUoslis Every
liotaksold.
- 
The work of tke Countess °yarns
and other Japanese women In organ
alai the hospital service of Tokio and
the various soeleties for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth-.
oil. Anyone %ha has watched and
admired it, says Youth's Companion,will take up with amused wonder a re-
cent book-Abe translation of the pre
cepts of a Japanese sage, which for
generations here been the foundation
of fettanine teething in Japan.
The book itself is not now mucb
mesa but Its teachinis have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
tiousehold.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
be female," says the sage, KalbareMilan. "are indocility. slander, jeal-ousy and silliness. These Infirmitiesare found ta seven or eight out of
every tea women, and teens them arisethe inferiority of women to gam"
He boldly puts the doctrine of .the
wile's obealeace on an impregnable
ground. "Such is the stupidity 01woman's character," be says, that 11Ii Incumbent on her In every partiaular to distrust herself and obey bet
husband."
The system of rewards aid punielewent ter woman extends over this iheand the life to come, and maintains arningenious balance. "A woman mustlook on her husband." says Kalbane'as it he were heaven itself, and neverweary of thinking bow she may yieldto her husband, and thus escape cedestial castigation."
Rattan' disapproves for wossaa isdales:tee la the pleasures of the
• of mesas, of alas, and even elass. Callously *smug's, he would nol
liar* bar ese7 religious, sad this tot• roams etch no Christian would beWay to gnesa-a baud of coajugallousy of heaves! "The wife" hiaye,. "meat an eater into an atrovesma familiarity with The girds."
This hi • highly orleatal view ofeseman's place la the solemn of thawsfet ea.who knows the best laptames woman can doubt that. whether%scum or Latham% teaching. er In
Wile of it, they am a lovely type ofereseions, gentle, vigorous loyalsob levier woman bood. They um)save been slams in the past, but theyase always charming slaves. Now*at new Jame is setting them freeheir liberty has not destroyed their*Arm, but eahmeed IL
LIVER. OfLIVER & ?deGIREGOR
LAWYER.S
OP' ...S: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
Illarshall County; Paducah. Ky.
Aeons 114, Fraternity Building.
New Phone ins Old Phone 4114A
Is
01' R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer, '
' '1111t 1:Ter,
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken-
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)






KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
Amid It Wasn't Anything a. Vie
Beading Line, But Soma-
-lain to Zat.
'With a 'mach of Ottawa people wholeak in the Topeka state tair theattar day were a visiting salsalonsalsad an old teatime& was was ver7deal, and who bad never seen a billof fare used la a hotel, relates theKansas City Journal.
The preacher took bccasion to dieMute a variety of religious tract,through the madam, aad the old gea'Semen, being unable to take beet Iithe conversation, acquire a collectiotof thi literature and aissidnousi.permed It throughout the trip.rap fairly well sated with religiouslore en striping at his destination.The first ear, of the hungry wear&senate on reach tag the capitalwas to secure dinner, and. they re-Mired is a body to one of the prineipal hotels. The old geatiesnan vascbeloosly out of his slam. It was ebirlest that be was a attle bewildered
La* unianfillar tangs* of a modal.WW1. but be made his wiseartta theothers through the fair-time press andsaeared a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be ;urinated a-ibesealed himself. " 'Pears like we'reroo eraraailtarn ain't no lttln ens thetable." eettaithed to a coompanainAs he &Ina hear the reply it is un-eesasssry to repeat It here
larder. sir," 'aerfutiotorilyrked a..evarwaraed waiter. pausine behindblm mat antiaittlag theaarinted meadHis mice was inaitilihis. to the marwith the &macular L.ndlcap, who eontemptuous1yeirpree4 the ,paper aside.
• Puzzled. knitht .ef the Maabased en, end- sheer& tad an appeaging array of 'lads spread on botidank% and_ (gip:asks to our friend stanfortuaatelaigitorant of the course
To the aentiat1on.14 huagmr was adderi a griterksa turaaisra of wrath as thecid man noted ttur 'ffitaniehing farthat everybody' in the room but him
eel' appeared to la supplied with food
Ha Pagan to Ogre. aald. his conditiotleing suddenly -diet/seared babe bOflwaiter, atria feaetlanary abnuck t hiGag of diaaity and hasteaati to peratonally attend to Aire neglected guest"Your order. air!" -
And vain a bill of farelliese thrumbefore the exasperated 014 gesaemaa
Tito latter grasped It and tore it tryThan he roared: '
"Blast your infernal tract! I don'twant to read; I want something te
ma!"
•••—•••••
Got Bask at Him.
Algernon-I heah that you satastwrence had an altitheation meeteigta and he called. yotth evahvea
thing.
Perclval-Yaws, but I got /ken wee
hint dealt' boy. I called him ree n
ing, (toucher kirow.-ChIcaga Dailv
it ewe.
X &trope titan Ways,.
VielUng gateasian-Pretty slow
Sawn, this.
Resident (of B ridge water 1-0h, sotse diirs slow; the Carnegie lair, bprata la Sir noesuPtalii!--Pack-
WON-VOTERS ARE MANY.
*Idiots and Dualists" Are Beare' Oa
Elorida-Other Odd
Provisioas.
Every OM of the 46 stab& ins a
different law as to voting, and the pro-
visions of than election laws operate
to exclude from the safirage In One
state those who retain it In another.
Thus, Florida excludes "Idiots and
daellista." the twer chimes being ap-
parently included as oaa.
New Hampshire excludes paupers.
dafining them am these who are so-
Kowycl from ea/Ing buss at Moir own
ras Rhid. bird wawa amaawaand lunatics toasehar. Walalagtesaschnes Indians, but not Chinamen;
°veva exeintips Chinaman, bat not In-
ds. Maine 'salmi.. "Indians and
paupers" la °as category. and Michi-
gan includes Indians and duellists.
Texas has a sweeping provision. It
Ina Mee "idiots, paupers, lunatics,
United States soldiers. seamen and
marines." The purpose of this prowl-
doe Is to prevent moldier* of army
polls in Texas tram voting there If
they hail from ether states, and is
not a reminder of the reconstruction
paricia for Indiana and Ohio have the
same provision of law.
California excludes Idiots, Chinon.
the insane, and those found guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four classes. Idaho excludes litg-amists sad polygamists, but Utah be.
no such provision. South Dakota az-
eludes those convicted of trauma and
North Dakota lam • like provision,
though prosecutions for treason fa
these two states are preatleaUy
known. Mississippi groups together
In the excluded class "parlous vasehave net paid their taxes and bigambits."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" alMiele and hilaneseta Indians "lactase
eosutms of civillsatioa" 'renamessranee se qmallasattons as to suit,
end Wimoonsin azaleaen the* who lel
en elections is that state.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
aroma of Choldem-Drimat lima se
Lead the A,ppearause of
Bambara.
'it Is rDew Ides." said the peetamer. "I began it by way of a JobsIt Is selling Ilke.hot caima-
ns rubbed a little of the odd creamen tha back of his hand, and- is, hiswhite, soft hand was as brown a• •
Wi have become such an entatdoor people," he said, "that a ffne pa&brown sunburn is more highly prizedby us than the most delicate rose andilly bloom.
"With this idea In mind. I expertsnouted till I found a harmless creamthat would give the effect perfectly of• gold-brown sunburn, and that woulddisappear gradually. in • week or two,as real sunburn does.
put this cream on the marketProm the Mart it sold tremendotudy.Men gad women alike buy it. • And IIis bought not only by the (deft sestenographer, who newer gets art Iithe sun, but often by the rich Idler,wines life is altogether an earenseaese, since the latter very frequentayseaborne la an ugly way-us inflemed.scarlet skin, blisters, peeling-and m)preparatioa changes all mat, gtvina
has the only sunburn that is worth• the gold-brown one.
'Where I sell one far of akin bleach
,I sell two-of this gold-brown sunburn
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Hive
Acquired a VIc.ous
Taste.
"Tbe clay-eaters are hardy, but palelb. clay Is a deep yellow, with asmooth, sweet taste, something like yaklow jack molasses candy."
Tim etbenologist had alit returneefrom North Carolina, where imbed beesstudying the famous colony of. clay.
41.111.aft.
-They are all dt English descent." atcontinued. "and they talk with amarked English accent. They are a littie aphamed of their habit; They dataIt at first to strangest. But this shamesoon dtsappeers.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut Into tauntcakes. Sometimes it Is breaded, an(served with molasses or maple sirupSometimes, again. It la mixed witssweet potatoes in a pudding.
"I tried it. The taste was sickeninsto me. I could no more have eaten theloathsome stuff than I could have eatena plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay is forted near the miners-streams. They ate a first from hungerdye to crop failures. But they eat it nos.as the Chinese eat opium, because the)have formed a vicious taste for IL"
PROTECT BREEDING BIRDS.
SaataratiOna Established by Presi-
der!. Order in Three
Locations.
Executive orders creating three raw
reservatioas for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed tes President Roosevelt October
10. The names end locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit Islands reservation,"
imbracing all of the unsuryeyed islands
at the Siskiwit or Menagerie group ofislands it the mouth of Siskiw it bay, onthe south of Isle Royal, in Like Superior,
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-tions 23, as, 35, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, In
township 64 north, range G west. Upon
'hese islands between 6,006 and 10,000earring guile breed anousay, 'rankles a
*umber of other species, not nearly sotimerous. /t is the largest and mostImportant herring Evil colony wattle
he limits or the anaed States.
The "Huron islands reservation," ett•Huron !strode group lyleg near theHuron Islands group, lying near thesouth shots of Lake Superior and em-bracing sections 26, 27, 34 and 35, Intownship 53 north, range 29 west, Mich-lgan. fame 1.500 gulls, together with 3Lumber of other water birds, breed uponthese islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," em-bracing an island near the mouth oftamps bay, on the west coast of Florida,
knov'a as Passage Key, and situated in
section 6, toweship 34 south, range 16
vast. Thousands of handsome ternshave bred upda this little key annuallyever since the Florida coast was first ex-plored, but during the past year the egghunters made regular trips to the island,and each time not only plundered thenests of the fresh eggs, but also de-Itegyed all eggs partially incubatedand unfit for use. This action prom-sad annihilation of the colony withina year or two. At the time t he egg bunt-ag was most active other parties in.tagurated a movement to secure titleo the Island for resort purposes. ThisNora if it hail been suocessful, wouldsave resulted in a destruction of the-weeding colony, as complete and alneat as soon as the egg bunters wouldsave eocomplisked that end, so that the
melba of the reservation Is said to bextreasely opportune.
Tbe Natioes) Association of Audubon
mettles Das placid warden.' in charge
4 oath of these reservations, and thelaughter of tbe birds and plundering atheir nests has been stopped.
---
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
Many Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment II:louses oi New
'fork City.
For Charity.
He-Was your charity entertainmentsuceessfut 7
She-Splendid. We tad a royal timeair our pictures in the pa s. anJeverybody mad we did jest lovely. WILook in $2.000. too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite aMoe sum for the hospital."
exactly. You see, the ex-penses were vet" heavy and after thecostumes and the carriage hire, andthe flowers and the banenet to the per-formers were all paid for, it left Galaabout $50 for the hospital. But every.body said it was a big success."-Baitintore American.
Between thesEyee.
It will be 'Oen. enough, Miss Glean-
pla 1,11 return this book the next tamI call, won't it?"




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TICORRECTED MAY 30, 1906-
ABLE
_Ai
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. am No. 121Leave Cincinnat: - ,. 8:2o a.m. 6:oo p.m. .Leave Louisville  13:01 p.m. 9:40 p.m. 7:30 am.Leave Owensboro 
0:30 p.m. saoo aaa.lam Horse Branch . 2:28 p.m. sa:o8 a.m. 11:05 am.Leave Central City • 3:30 P.m. t:03 a.m. 12:30 p.m.Lea, re • Nortonvilic . .  4:08 lam 7:4o 2.M. 1:28 p.m.Ltave Evansville  12:5o pale 440 .in, 8:30 a.m.Leave Nashville  -,  7 :oo pin. 13:05 a.m.Leave Hopk insville 
9:45 p.m. I1 :2o am,Leave Pr'accton  4:55 lam. 2:27 am. 2:35 p.m.Arrive Paducah  6:io p.m. 3'5O a.m. 4:15 PalaLeave Paducah  6 as a.m. j:43 a.m. 4:30 piaArrive Fulton  7:20 p.m. 4:50 a.m. o:oo p.mArrive Ghbs. Tent. . 8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m.Arrive Rives la  .• 8:13 p.m. 6:01 a.m.Arrive Jackson 
 7:15 a.m   .Arrive Memphis 'Tao pan. 8:20 a.m. .Arrive New Orleans  70:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.  .
"No postmen the country over as. memuch pathos In their rounds as the men7/ the New York force." said the man'In the gray' uniform, as he lighted a earn-s-arum( cigar after being relieved fromiaty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that everyooarding-house room, every cranny ina furnished-room home, and even thebest of apartment-houses concealssome sort of a family skeleton or &smalltragedy. I suppose New York is a goodplace to hide yourself Is, and then mmany young man and women corninghere In search of line positions or es.reers meet with discouragement. Withthose people, a letter may mean hope otlife Itself.
"In flats and apartment houses whenthe janitor or a hall boy distributes themail, or In a boarding-house where itpasses through the hands of servaats,
AU can see women in all styles of netBase costumes, hanging over the Iasi'intrados, their eyes just begging for sletter.
"One woman In particular I amens-esr. She lived is a fiat four flights upand morning after morning I wouldlaid her shivering in the vestibule andwaiting for me. She watched me hun-grily as I distributed the mall to thevarious boxes. Nothing ever came forher, and she never told me her story,
eut somobow you could read It in herlacer, which grew thinner every day
kt last I brought her a letter, and what
lo you thick she did when she looked
at it?lust dropped at my feet in a tidy
Little faint, after one scream of reliefand joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
*Theo there was a nice little girl whit
watched for me every delivery last sum-
aer. She'd always ask: 'Anything for
namma to-day?" and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
'anitor told me about them. The bus-
mud had deserted them-and in theend, as the woman was sickly --the
44, bad to take care of them. It makes
no tired to think of that nice. bright lit
thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
/daily tales have been told of the
'driest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
pop or trial for ueglect of duty is hard
a beet.
a jewelry shop had been entered anti
s sl ay of jewels carried off under the
ea y eyes of the cop. On trial the !pi-
le ging conversation took place between
the police cOramissioner and the ac-
availed:
-Why didn't you see the man r. "I did see him, your honor, and asked
bini what be was doing hanging
i.aound."
"What did he say?"
'lie said he 'was lookin' into the lam-
tr. as he was gain' in for jewelryf•",
-Well, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even If be was a
tide'. he was no liar."-N. Y. Sun.
NORTH BOUND No. 102 No. seaLeave New Orleans  
No. to4
7:to p.m. cos a.m.  .Leave Memphis 
0Leave Rives 
a. . 833475 alLnarn. 8:o 70.5t p.m.  
Leave Jackson ,.
Tema 
si:58 p.m. Leave Fulton  10:15 a.m. 12:35 am. 6:oo a.mArrive Paducah  11:20 2.M. 143 a.m. 
3:03 5.11L 977'15: a7alia.
Paducah 
Princeton  3439 a
77:25 arn.m 1:48 a.m,
HNacsPkiDglivillevIle 
- 6:15 p.m. 5:20 2.M.
93:245 Co.111-P.11 . 
8:to a.m.
945 exa  
Evansville 
. 1 :28 pan. 3:.5t salt. ;.:,5 ant.
cNenortraonvillcitya 




sail a.m. ta:u pawOwentbeeo 














81a-ls it true that your brother leap-
ing to remarry his divarced wife?
Ile-Yes. lie became so well so.
inted vita or during the divolce
a that Lie tell 1111 lays vita bartp-
LOU/S DIVISION










































9:35 lam . 
Trains marked (s) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rumdaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.Memphis and New Orleasis; trains lot and soo. sleepers between Lona-rifle, Memphis and New Orlyns, Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers bete's,*Paducah and St. Louis, Train Sot cum:eats at East Cairo with Chicagoeleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN. agent, City 1. aft Office, Paducah, Ky.R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ka.F. W. HARLOW. D. P. A., Lo iisville. Ky.JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.9. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Maya all
W. H. BRILL, D. P. A-. fit. Lam le via
EDGAR y. WHITTEMORE.
REAL -ESTATE AGENCY
PADucAH REAL. ESTA -rte. WMTERN KENTUCKY FARM. 0011THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTME TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.





Steam andjlot Water Heating, t
?hove 133. 220 N. Third
oeq•mes4L.4m4w4e,""w4.meeots4w4L.4w,wdw.L.~Lqtsdc".Hkima.











I, the undersigned, hereby 
guarantee
to niy customers that Liggett'
s Satur. TWO LITTLE PICKANINNIES
day candy" is absolutely 
pure; is of WANTED TURKEY FOR
the best quality, and c
onforms to the NEW, YEAR.
standard required in the Food 
and
Drug Act of _lune 30, noon, 
which
takes effect on the rat day of 
January,
1907-
I furthermore guarantee that 
"Lig-
gett's Saturday Candy" contains 
no
colors other than harmless colors; 
and
that it is entirely free from 
candy
hardeners, dryers, bleachers, paraffin, SILAS
 HAYDEN TURNED UP
burnt umber, terra alba, barytes. 
talc, 0. K. TUESDAY MORNING
chrome yellow, or other mineral 
sub-












Cairo, 33.a, fidling. •
' Cili
tlautaolta. OA, falling.
at: Cineitinati. 1(i.4, falling.
.• • Eaanssille, 31.o, killing.
t 11..eence, saa. falling
• •••)..imuitinville, lt.o, 
falling
lain!seille. yea. falling.
At. Carmel, lt,p. falling.
Vaaibville i7.a, failing.
Pittaburg, 3.3. falling.
NI t.' Vernon, 31.4 fallhig.
Paducah, *ca. billitig. ,
Cittisagi,' 9.4. -failing
list Buttarff gets here today from




'rho Kentaeltt comet ..iit of the
1 Cimessee riser this morniutc and het
here' smut at 'o'clock Saturday after-
roan before .kipping out 4.n her re-
•
turn that way.
The Joe Fowler nem to Eaan•ville
yeaterday and comes back tomorrow.
Tuday's boat in the Ea-masa-Me
it ads. ia the John S. Hopatins
' T'Re Georgia Lee left Ciucinnatt
IIMPOISIPM•nadapseeniagess .here Saturday en
1 
1.-nte d.iiin t.. Memphis.
' Thc City of Saltillo arrived from
tilt Tell 11 es f..c 4 'totiti ,0 yastcrtky and
I.' thwent ie 
hii 
,46figating to try' to
• yea a. St. I...nis oh account of alie
her ice in the-Massie=
`111"- atetuitii. 14116.1.a is 
dile
abt nil (1114): ro% Irani Chattanooga.
Tema Site leaves here ins her return
tit die Tennspace•rfver about one flay
. •• 
.sftec. gift hire.. , •
DIED AS Hk1TVED.' .
WITHOUT LIQUOR
I •• i
. ' kl itarti.: 11Ce, 26.---a1 lute walked
throush the -celestial gates in the
a droa • it sfiat.141lArotinow that , I have
sate • !Ant .1: 
„Alas...art 1 4211 sail in
etworeaTilli a.nlika, nea-er touched
- -slime 'cane/ohm." - . •
..-nmaanwaTivieatims the repay of 1... c.Bittber•






strett. on h s d fiefl, whin iitolicited
by attendants to drir,k a,stirmirant:
lie 4 cal Sunday and vi•ta.taken to
nisei* yestesslay for burial by Teta.
tivea, hitt wife, two children and *ca-
rrel grandchildeeit.
Afr Barher and the Reverend Doc-
tor' W. lk Minor's editor ..i the
Chriatian Ada'ocate. were warm coad-
jutor.' on tIte.liquor question, though
the fact that the former fought with
the blue anti the latter with the gra.-
was ever a source of argument in a
itliadia- way.
Mt Barber was 74 years old. 'Ilis
ecatit was due to lung trouble.. lie
leas born in France. about a hundred
milea from Paris, and apefike French
fluently. on the pt ese in French





Richard Howell of the County, Found
His Rig. But Contents
Were Missing.
Tao little. negro boys. ulio posati-
bly had not had any Christmas
turkey, last night thought they would
not let. New Year go by without some
of this delicions meat, and thereby
framing up their mind, they began a
quiet hunt. Passing the home of
Mrs. M. E. Ilam of 3t3 North Sixth
street. the attention of the buys was
attracted, by the sweet sounding
-gobble, gobble- coming from a coop
ill the rear yard. The kids whetted
their nerve up 1.. acting point, and
slipping into the preni SC), (Pit Cly
opened the door, grabbed Mr. Gob-
bler. and atarted on a dead run with
hitt clonal the street. The bird was
..f an obstreperous nature, aend
squawked loudly while being carried
away. Thie provedethe downfall of
the lads. as ,eorne boarders in the
%l'use heard the rack-et. and At:wising
what leas up, darted out the door, and
thane) on a (lilac down the street
after the •tatle rascal'. 1.-he turkey
was a big one and proved too heavy
tor the boys, but they held on until
the last. Finally the pursuers over-
took the chaps and made them give
tip the gobbler, which was placed
back in the coop. The boys were
then allowed to go. after being
warned to bring a link chloroform
along the sett time to overcome the,
;gawking propensity of the hind.
11111111111•111111MPINNIeeeWMPSIBINISIMI
• oks
We Ortah tb thank our friend.
AV Irmialib for ifelr 'liberal
&Awing the -pest year
arlannaurceathar vrea.,hppe to
, t "‘• :i
inaltaSe;,tliii' -.1Bcitlibpt' 1 our
serineelifiei January is 'Oa, bi`
rioting our store at ten o'clock
Ireeka ghts eseept Saturalay










MISS BLANCHE DISNING AND




laetilliem club gives -its New Year
elauCq-102.0 14•04•1 .evepi**
rainier, ivhile tomorrow night a large
crowd indulges in this pastinic at
the Red Matfs 'ball on North Fourth
where on tltr evening of January to
Messrs. George Holliday and eel
enee 11 ousholder entertain i ii
another 1 11 the series of handaonie
MRS.balls
Miccabes Ladies.
The Ladies of the Maccabae, wit)
be entertained th's afternoon by Mrs. •
Maud Sullivan of Ninth and Adams Mrs. M. A. Pugh Pasted Away








This evening the Fiat. Hundred
THE FIVE HUNDRED CLUB club w
ill be entertained, together .t 4o'c OCk this afternoon the
MEETS TONNIGHT WITH with the members' has‘nds, at .1S ite i fuueral services will ha held over the
anMRS. ELI G. BOONE. home of Mrs. Eli G. Beie (if Sou 1. remains of Mrs. 1'- M. •Dattglian at
Sixth street. her home in laaati &milt Tenth street.
• • • • • • • • • + •
1•()R RENT-Five „rt,eoti k(11)4g,
North 7th, all madern conveniences..
• . %:1Ply MTS. R. ,Rowlood. ail W.
T. M. BAUGHAN WILL BE 
BURIED THIS AF- FOR RENT----larruished room all
AEI/NOON. onveniencea, 1437 Jefferson.
ama 
_ •
OFFICES FOR RENT-Single or
en suite in the Fraternity building.
Apply to Jus. F. Wilhelna
at
• 
I after which burial occurs at
Doll wagging Today. Geo. C CCOICtr.LI• The 4:cream:oat%
Mr** lics" I'maria'a• dwl 'This afterttocn, Little Mds Edith wet be waiaaakarti over 4. Rev.Emirs hem Club. and Mrs. • I Shcrill of Fountain avow. enter- &dime of the ilroadway MethodistGardner the M-ine Club. t arts with a "Doll Wedding" for church-
amusement of her small friends, 4rs.iireuglian passed ataxy at t :is
Me. H. C. Grief and bride. net Miss
Bianche Dinning, arrived yesterday
morning front McKenzie. . Tema.
where they were uiarried the day be-
fore, ay are now at home to their
friends in 415 Fountain .itenue. Both
were the recipients of many' con-
gratulatiotis yesterday from all side... cordifer and reports licaril from
their acquaintances wishing them the Stoap-Book. Current Literature. Eva
merited happiness, of a Iota aad etybOdy's, Ilookliwer, Bookman. Cosa
f..1 wedded life. . Century. .imerican. The
At 3:3o o'clock Christmas after- Aatala. and Saturilaa. Evening Post.
noon the couple were married at Mc-
Kenzie, in the presence of a., group Alterman Tea. ,
of admiring friends, and shortly after At 4 'o'clock tokuirroa afternoon-1
the nuptials .left for this city n here Katherine Powell of West ,
tLe groom has resided all his We Eroadway, will entertain at' tea coin-
(-)i unusual beauty "ti °Magma linientary to Miss Mary French of s
nramtera is% the 'winsome and pretty Fort Worth, Texad. who 1. visiting
Miele, *oho bids to become very pa.pu- Misa Eloice Bradshaw of the Waist
Lar in Paducah. She comes of promi- Ratak
vent Tennessee faulty, and is it
ei Rev. Tholnas Moore. the itidey Came Dien Club.
known divine of Martin, Tenn.
From one of the oldest inOst strlicc"; cAntudertrealinsi at)blie'r Cl'iarpe919 1)ila)eti Uterle at:.cboei
pron?inent of Paducah families &-
steads !be sterling young groom. 
club this ciertitig
who is a sou of Mrs. Isabelle Grief,
widow of the late lion. John
Grief, during life oac of this etc,
hes, known men. The groom is
Paducah boy well Mown to every
body and is engraver for the IV
gnessive Ara collapse) of this city.
Sidle Now lail-ItinV •MetroPeas 
for Ceremoity..
Birdie Barnes, colored. did not
know when to stop taking on her
"Cloisittnas nog" with reanIt that
rale night found her possessed of a,
good -a-rigid jag, up in Mbehanitsbnirg4
where she reaidea. Officer - Mike. i
Htliptii hapPcned along and took 
,parlors
Icharge of Birdie, who was 'aatieticly _ 
The pair . are, exceedingly popuhts
an a wide circle, the groom being an
transferred tv -the City whitVe she
attache of thc big cooperage yolkslooks Eke a "laird in a gilded cage"
air!" iron bar, ia 'Mechanicsburg. and resides at.ina 
Poor Women Arrested as Shoplifters
Clements street, while the bride is WItle Children Awaig
the attractive anti charming daughter Santa Claus
oi Mr. J. M. Theota. of R33 North*
o'clock yesterday morning, after a
Entre Album Club.
-
several months' lingeriogYiliness with
0 
clock 
Ettiontotre riLovsti.s calfitiberanotecents ‘a,tith3
of the master _ear hitt Mr the
Illinois Camel's local s, and a
Bright.* disease. She 'Ina the wife
Mrs. Henry Rudy at the home of
most lovable 'Annan of many beauti-limber 4:4110}t.houern,taitilnrka.veVki:t.w.Ar.m.‘tot4tro.Gclaorcdk- till „aisle shc 
was born
.4 years
lagatiagazine club meets with Mn, sgo at Stephens hint. Wie!. and
meted in Paducah five years since
with her husband, who *waives her.
tegetherk titre.. -mall ,on,
' t• t a.. -
Detek it .Little Cypnws.
ig. s .;1(itxxili. ..f .if t•htlti.ecoliii nffyle.IC , 1u 
i.' gritty heretical it a o'clock
childbirth Slot was 1io years of
/ itc,trt i:catitluha t•heihr isitot huaLsband.
the (utterer will oe.
an at the nearby
Proved Fatal.
Christmas .afternaort
in Oak (irate rem-
, eiesar,,ti rmosiss t if Mr. Athol
Humphrey. aged JO 3-cars, who died
lbw& District Wedding. pneumonia Monday at his home in
liristmas day Miss Amy Wilkins,** !lase, avenue. Nfechanicsliera
,•d Mr. Albert Humphrey of rover”,
ton section of the county were Iteeteiree Shippet
d in marrrage by Rev. W. J. Vesterday =mantis! Undertakers
lot at the resat-see • i Mr. J. lai eaattil and Flinger whipped to Belo
Rudolph tif Lone Oak. Ill . the censains of Ida John.
Last Saturday evening at the .resi-
deuce of Mr. T. J. Young of Lose '
Oak.Ilia. Grace Childers of near.,
LaCenter and Mr. W. R. Hunt of
uear Lovelaerville were- married Iva-
Neylew.
3 WIDOWS IN CELLS:
7 EMPTY
DnCt(144. WilfTsio. bed.
Warrants have been issued against
Dr. J. H. Aeree. of Fourth and Broad-
way..and lar. Charles R. Lightfoot.
of the fraternity building. charg:ng
Olen' with having failed to pay their
cy licenee for this year. The (loot-
were 1.! rifest on the proles-
eional men yesterday. The charges
were _ laceus: Inspector
Georg.• lelinhard.
Bem Turned Lps.
Silas Hayden. the a7-year-fad aon
.4 Mr. Charles Hayden of South Sixth
morning Mr. James V. Al-
:int and bode. wee Miss Rosa Thom-
as, returned front Metropolis. whe-e
they went the evening before and
let re -.united in marriage by Justice •
Thonsaa Liggett at the State botal •
Seventh street a •- Three poor widows chargial aith
• Afternoon Ceremony. 
steaLng toys for their children iruni
department stores spent Christmas
iuIajj as prisoner, in Harriaon street
polite atatiau. say. The Chicago Ea-
*miner.
To thew children in lonely bo
Rev. T. -J. -Owe's the Methodist on• the South Side °mistreat was
minister. 'Quite a number of their mos tgesuiat, 'day .44 ail the year. A'
Miss Mae liolsey and Mr. Adolph
Clark were married yesterday after-
noon at the resZalence of Mr. Jacob
Clark in 1011 Liarrimei affect, by
friend; shared the enjoyment by at- knock at the r doors late at night led
the iiqptial. that united it the little one. to believe that surely
Fanta Slans had conic at last. Butwell liked pair.
STOC.EINGS
FOR SALE --New gas stove, alto
Yost typewriter. Apply at the Reg.
istcr.
,
FOR BENT-Elegant ff;14. Sev



















Will posts eratenipeareernatize and
audit books by Ott diV:weck or the
job. Terms itbsiontM1.1
J041N,I). StifiTH, JR., a,ll Pm
terriery bbllding.
son who died Monday night of bunt,
she received tftat malting. tier
arcas ignited whik she way. moan*
'ultra front under the grate iit her
heine on. North Tenth near Barnett
street. Her sitter lives at Benton,
ti.e wife of a phaliteian. ago) ortkreet
Ike charred bud> fornarded for bur-
Find Rare Aztec litnlias.
Altaic.). Dec. aa.--Iii the
of the ancient Teriiple Quetz
Peciatl four oilteltee• here been als•
cote.ed in the river plater on the
mat side of the Pyramid of the Sun
at San Juan, Teatelbusean. Serpents,
knives, arrow headia a small Ads
nun& and a large quantita 4f thee
slielts and beads *Ctv noun ht
-
Mpst peewit would fall .hort if










WI1.0 OfTS Tilt PRIMP
of ter fidkoviirg sash aides ticket. atm get the pre,
A •
near Tennessee street. turned up all .• Bamburger-Lewis. news that their mothers hart been e .1
. . •
right Tuesday mining. am •,, theeeby Last evening at 4.3nveusiboro Miss aree.ste4. 
,
. ' -I 
. n -Weft Vie Fr.. • Ch. ...".,
dispelled the fears Ilf h:s father that Essay Bamburger of that city and , The women under arrest are -
leftshome Monday morning. The
family has lived here only erne week.
coming feint) Trigg county. :and it de
%I:killed she boy. new to city lee. was
ton innocently enjoying the 'holiday
features, and forgot to cOme home
until Tuesday morning.
Thit-
aomathing had happenod to the lad Me. Edwartj 
 •
4462Lewis isouiswille. Met. Viola Kelkr. thirty-five part. Sat prize-11)1g '
Cow Telma IJo. .
1.yeurgies 'Rice. the official s:ock
catcher for the c:ty, took up a muley
cow out about Fourteenth and Jeffer-
son street yesterday afternoon and
placed her in the pound. ,:it is not.
yet knfisen who owns the bovine,
, ll'ound Rig. But ContantaMiesing.
Yeaterday Morning Richajd Howell.
.01- the Vlasam's Mill section of the
county. reeoxered his horse and
!away that hid been takenAm in front
oficayes saloon on the North Side.
Yhe tlfiuga-left in the vehiele the lastI .
time he saw them were misting.
th. nigh: o , -:--
- .1-lsoiell was in- the city :Monday
roight -and- left' -hi; rig standlog. at.
Thiel? an* Broadaray;swasibesisc- made
ant parch:esti:tat nearby r.suaws. 2te-
feting h.leminl tile nut gone .and
efald noyoicate it. Finaltyltsturried
`pa yesterday_onornipaaalgatateinablanc
had stolen two pairs of pants, thc-lapJ
robe. some, glaovre andaatbses,„gbiogs•
left in tittiheil of .the vehicle.-- Howell
does not know wbother someone
drove lig away, or whether the animal
i
s-imply roamed off. . .
Cerried Man Nome,
Sheriff Smith of Savannah. Tenn.,
.terclay morning le.tt .f9r...khat city
I.)olk King; colored, vtlio is
Avail-teal there on the charge of burg-
tvas cmightlierc. .
Man my coplain-1' me tos- co iru the
cl!hpri)au partions of
!he c fy ahaut );..y a robbing grocery




were united in marriage. it being
quite a haul-some affair attended by T
many.
The heantiful bride is a slater of
Mr. Sydney Hamburger. of Desberger




Idiot. Amelia Jolaatai.n. forty-iiiree a alit tar
years.
Mro:Keller and Mrs. Gonna* attat'o
Brother's clothing house here on daughters of William Hodson. dso a Cull-' 7th prate , Ir- *.•
* 
e
Proadway, while she is very popular tractor of lk Kal /Ohia. Ill. Thck sent a stilirc , i..t.4
in Paducah circles, having' been- the telegram to their 'ether. litho harried oth prise ls.._
to Cbicager and attempted to secure f ioth arriae s .. - ......a.. ...... . ...... 7423




attractive guest last summer id Itra.




The Christmas series of dancea are
now on, and afford sources of great
tielight. Tuesday evening The Stand,"
aril club entertained with its holiday
Fall, while last night the Cotillion
club gave an elaborate. german at
The Palmer. At the rne time last
evening the younger society crowd
was entertained with a dance; by
Yiss Helen Powell of Fountain av-
vale at. the Knights of Pythiaal halt
on Broadway near Fifth street. The
11111•1•11111101
their releas1 ouAtooda.: But a; all of
4the old man's proper ;24 in De Kalb.
Judge 'Going yesterday refused t.
accept his curety. The three women
will have hearing before _Nage Flier
hardt rilia morning.
The arrest of tlie widows brought
to light a pitiful tragedy of the Chtist-
Inas season. Mrs. Keller and and
Mrs. GOrtran have": each two children
and Mrs. Johnson three. The lives of
the trio are the stoeiea hard
struggles again4 poverty xnd fat
brate single-hande:l battleia- witb
the warlall for the •iake .4 their eli!
dren.
•  - -7091
fS40
. .4185


















sturriu alovily there are Mose smasher' on -each pore if
the roidess rat 11he airlifts in the ,first Tolumn fail to clairn the
PrOstois /**Freishve. the ltoI4oss4•14 the ticket; in the second col-
umn • n get the .prize. On Saturday the tielltata shown. in 1 1,
t 0111 arc eflelseed to the prize. if Are Iiaae n beeti. ,
,; eNee'red
r D. E. Wilson
'K. Book " Musk Man.
At. Horioitr's Department. Store























































L BREWERIES WERE SPRAINE
D SERCEA 3ES
PLACED ON EQUALITY 











DRIUSk ON Vas PREMISE
Ilgo—SOklit THINK M
AV




LL NOT BE GIVEN AN
Y AD-








S WILL BE PLOW 
PROS? Szo
OR YEISICR DOES 
NOT AP.
URES II* THE LICENA
t MICAS-
The Paducah agents of 
outside any class legislation w
as iodulged in.
Itqlbre . ill nut have to pay
 law Alderman Chamblin
 favored giving
ann Ileense ana the 
'Paducah tht home brewery 
an advantage over
home biewery only liso 
licenee, as the outsiders, if th
is could bejegally
the *Omen la.4 iyening
 ,during done, but did no
t vote that way
their sessioft eitiiitgeefhe lit
igate or- when it came to bal
loting, as he and
dinner so that $tso will be 
all both the others voted to 
put the outside
the outsitke brewery agent
s and 4 he and home men
 at lie° each. which
local mechanics* will have to
 pay. ' gives a reduction 
of ;too to the local
During this year the Tenth 
and representatives of out
side concerns,
Motu°, street . brewery pa
id a $ye Another change
 made a as that of
annual license Which entitled 
it to reducing from hi
so to $arsohe license
bottle its own beew, whilelo
eal rep-1 to be-charged dur
ing (goo for the
resenfacs o outside brewer
ies have retail druggist
s to tango ' 'Whiskey.
paid Seettee.' The license c
orn- They will it be per
mpted to sell in
mince, in framing the ordinance 
show- any quantities lei
s tban one quart,
log what each business in
 Paducah and none of thin m
ust be drunk inside
-has to pay into the city 
treasury as the stores. 
A violation of this re-
license fur 1907, decided th
at the strktve provisi
on regarding denkipg
Tenth and Monroe street br
ewery on the premises, mean
s ',Otte of leant
I should pay only 
$i °,
and this entitle Po to $50. . 
,)




for outsid# fiantioirtf this k
ind were
. licensed at Vs° Last n
ight when
the committee laid the or
dinance
with these figures incorpora
ted, be-
fore the full afilermanic b
oard for
enactment, Hon. Hal S. Cor
bett ap-
psored as the legal repreie
ntativi of
the local agents for 
out.ofigninn
beevreries and protested at hi
s clients





littery is let off at Ile
a Mr Chao
oelhattomati his cheats wer
e nut pro-
testing at haw, but thought
 the Pa"
.tedi brewery slitintd be
 charged Jest factory to k
ini. a. a whole, and that
ilia sasItc, and his home 
concern hot./ ho may 'an 
bisi icto axe or send the
gotn any illegal or vote r 
advantage 'ordinance back 
for some ecoosioas
(flier the competitors rep
o:Nestles ' He does h
ave to report on the
the ((wog» institutions i
n his city. 14d1 until the
 Sew democratic legisla-
He pointed ont the in
justice that ove officials 
take charge the fleet of
*paid be , done to 'be
 outsiders if neat year
. ,
WOUNDED Mjti DIED IN .
THE HURRIING AMBULANCE
These being all, the claim
.' the
aldermen theti gave first and seco
nd
passage to the bill, prhicii
 this tune
makes a provision that .
roiy. person
cperating public scales at whi
ch they
sharge for weighing things, si
sallo)ay
into the city treasur, 33 11%) p
et' cent
of the receipts Of the sna
ke
The •Fedinance will now go
 to the
council during its called 
stioion
evening and receive the i
'm.dop-
tic.na necessary in that board
, whet. it
11.4.0 goes to Mayor 
Venter for, JOs
'signature Although the m
ayor does
mil espresso himself. some 
that
fealties* in the meA441Te Ste* not
•
MR JOHN WURTH 
OF THE COUNTY BREA
THED HIS LAST AT
g OTT OCK LAST 
NIGHT. IN THE GUY 
NANCE UNDER-
WEE'S AMBULANC
E THA T WAS BEING 
USED TO RAPID-
LT- BRING THE MAN













John Wurth, whose h
ome was
-ten miles in this coun
ty out beyonct
Lone Oak, now lies de
ad at the Goy
Narree undertaking 
parlors on South




o'clock, while c ku
ntmg. about half
a mite from hl 1bs
• The firearm
sent a heavy e
rgem that shateered
1. *he fight shaggier




tile injored man was be
ing thriven past
Wentz, park, in the M
ake anihn-
7' lance, which was







' on him., the ambell
ance *aim direct
to tbe undertaking 
estabialument
where' the corpse now





.11fr. Wurth was one of
 the most
ettbstantial and well kn
own farmers
of unusual prominence in 
that section
of the, county. Yeste
rday morning
be 'event 'hut With hie 
brother, Mr.
No.rtser Wtirth, to hunt bi
rds, they
'Ales/tides to take aileant
age of the few
'`ierneitting days became 
after next
Monday it' is unlawful to 
kill birds,
according to the statutes of
 this state.
the two were passing fr
om one field
fo another at it o'clock 
yesterday
morning, end bad to-clamber 
a fence
to' dolts°, Mr. John Wurth 
was pull-
hie firearm through the f
ence
when it %vent off. The e
titizale was
pointing towards him and 
a charge
.lodged in the right shotrIckr a
nd arm,
nearly tearing the arm fro
m. the
'body.
The wivernded man fell in a ;leap
,
*hilt blood gushed front, the 
*ory
gr(•at quantities. i•:ortsey Wu
rth
eked up the injured man, and 
hold-
; bint tenderly in Ns arms., hur
ried
tivrardstheir homt, about half a m
ile
distant The loss of blood and
 great
•-stikleansed (he injured man
 to cot-
• lap's' and it waa seen he w
as in a
..oiethets. 'condition. *The heattY 
ibad
. Jerosoit too butdensom
e for Noetsess
• Wtrth about the .tiste he 
got half
1 
way to the flute, and la,y
int his
• Ili •
'waked ; 'carefully 
upon a
niearht straw!•pife, he ran 
is fast as
CIA es eiiittld'earrY hini to t
he "resi-
or.
lettee.,..qPiadY hitched\ up- t
he horse
• no& buggy'.nd coming beck
 placed
tl . wtai . i41 the ;eat and 
glen
reunited ,honee at breakne
ck speed.
In the'metsitime Dr. C. L. 
Shelton
had been telephiined at Lo
ne Oak.




Wurth in a serious conditio
n. The
doctor telephoned to the 
Mince un-
denakalm establish:ant for 
the am-
Ilalasese to hurry oat fo
r the man.
kft:Ilance started about 3 
o'clock
saidalk the rmt in quick t
imes and
teaching the Wurtle'horne pla
ced the
mag.in the vehicle and start
odtat once
on lifts return trip. accompan
ied by
the brother, Nortsey Worth, a
nd Dr.
Sikkim, who drove along 
in hi.
butt**.
It coald be seen that the woun
ded
math was fast succumbing tia 
the in-
juries and it was a race for.*
 .while
between life and death, but the OP-
ping tole and silvered arm a
nd
shopttes proved too treat an afflic
tion
for /tr. Worth, who gasped h
a last
as the ambulance was ruahing paste
d
Wallace park in Arcadia, and the un
-
fortuneoe man's body was,-tallie
n 'to
the undertaken where isolgpliehist pr
e-
pared
Mr. Worth was about for& years
of age and is survived hat a -wife and
fivt children. He had nuinerous Padu-
cah friends who will ,hes.deeplfy
grieved to learn of the tragic end
overtaking hint. The coepse will 
be
taken out tp his home today. liewi
ld
will probably be in the Catholic •cerne-•
terY of that vicinity. The man deed
at 9 o'clock last nifat.
TWO WOWINDED AS • -
HOUSE, IS RIDDL
Jacksolt, •Ky., Dec. 27.--The bottl
e
of Hiram Mullins, at Elkitta•mooknee
miles south of hese, was riddled w
ith
ballets. last night and Muffins, age
d
sixty, and his son vivre deftgerotta
ly
wounded, the father perhaps fatal
ly.
A little after dark the store Of
Hargis & Company -avhe, plikere
el 'by
John Rob!nson and liver'eir the L
it;
(lea and all the cartridatii stoo.
ri
theee' were carried off.
The fusillade at Mullins' 'home wa
s
aimoit a bombardment. The o
in-
do* panes were .shot out ziud inc
coiner of ths house shot away. N
o
has been 'arrested, hut it is re-
ported that Charley and &add Litt
le
one JOhn Brown will be biagght to
tctiVifl tomorrow.
col with the duty of submitti
ng it to
the city authorities. He is 
at work
cn the drawings now and sPec
ifisa-
tions made within the nex
t month.
Theyowill be submitted 
to the
mayor's board and its appro
val- is
practically assured."
"It appears a difficult 
problem."
said the engineer, "but :n f
act it is
extremely simple.
"I shall build an extension 
to the
base of each of the present 
piers,
and tbese will for founda
tions on
either side of t # for gre
at towein
Iof struct •4111uch as th
e tow-,
e•••• of Alliarnsburg 
bridge.
These wil chored t
o the towers
and trill support two cab
les each.
which will ke susnended 
outside of
the present ktruture on'eith
er side of
•.
"Upon the5c will be tu
ilt ,wick








With Paralysis Last Ni
ght—
Other Injured and Ailing.
Nix. J. H. Robinson, a t
raveling
man of .Hophinsville; is 
confined in
his room at Rote, Craig w
ith a badly
sprained antic He was 
grated on a
-high stool in a restaurant la
st evening
'partaking of a meal, when
 helot en-
tangled with his overcoa
t and fell
over in such a manner as t
o hurt the




Henry Johnson, colored p
orter fur




stricken with paralysis last n
ight and
taken to Rivers de hos
pital in the





Colonel Richard Geagan is
 resting
well this morning 4t his 
home on
Clay street with, an Quad°
 of paraly-
sis. The doctufs fear the
'affliction




Gracey Crutchfield is res
ting well
at Riverside hospital and the doct
ors
do not bekeve, she will ha
ve lockjaw,
as result of shooting hers
elf in the
hand with a toy pistol:
Clarence Brewer, aged 
ti years,
was kicked over the eye y
esterday
morning by a horse standing
 in The
4,,
Columbia factory yard in 
Mechanics-
burg, where the boy worked.
 A deep
gash was cut. Ile is the s
on of E.




Mr. Charles J. Kopf has th
e l'itts
finger of his left hand be
oken; it
mooching in a coal digger at
 the Weal
Kentucky coal company's p
lant isl
foot of Ohio street.
bROOKLYN BRIDGE
WILL BE REBUILT
Traffic Not to Be Stopped N
or Im-
peded Datum ths Work..
New, York, Dec. 27.—"The 
city in-
is nds rebuilding iBrooklyn
 bridge
without stopping traffic a sin
gle day."
This assertion was made by
 Mayor
McClellan as though it were
 a matter
of no difficulty whatever 
to accom-
plish this tremendous feat
 vf eugi-
nes ring
When the Brooklyn brid
ge was
oink it was looked upon a
s the last
word in bri4e building
. Now it is
trtiquated, did the mos
t vexatious
psoblern of the last few 
administra-
t•ons has been the irnp•
overnent of
the span.
Plans have not been 
completed,
het eminent engineers are 
at work
•-n them, and immediately 
after the
tow terminal, which is t
o be com-
menced in the next sixty
 days, is
completed, work will begi
n on the
entire recoastruction.
That this seeming imp
ossibility
an be accomplished with t
he modern
knowledge of engineerin
g is a fact ,
that -is not disputed no
wadays, even
by the nweest tyro.
0011 FARM
EQUIPMENT




During First Part of Janua
ry Mr.




the re8-uiting office maintaine
di here
by thillnited States army, w
fileleave.
next 'kilredntriffay 'foe Solse
lleasteru
bliisoiiri paints kis receive 
about
twenty"mert 'into the .set vid
e. ',They
all' be brought here for offi
cial ac-
c•ptance by Lieutenant W
m. Reed




charge of the branches at
 Paducah
and -other cities in this se
ction of the
Country.
The first of next mout
h a new
sergeant will be sent lor
e to take
frinporary charge of the 
Paducah of-
fice 'vdtilirt Mr. Blake i
s away in
Missouri. The latter come
s back here
with his twenty about Ya
rivary 5, and
met enlisting them, S
ergeant Blake
got., to Cairo to remain 
len days arid
eitblish a branch bureau 
that will be
wade permanent. Ater 
he- gets it
fit running order, and so
meone put in
cortrol, he returns her
e to resume
thereby, relieving • the s
ubstitute who
v.:pi :reit:ion of the Po
discah office,"
FOC, trick to headqiiar
ters at Evans-
Lieutenant Reed arriv ,•d 
here .yes-
terday from Evarigville 
and accepted
into the service twli 
recruits procured
by Sergeant Blake. one 
being James




Pond, Ky Crawford h
as been here-
.f ire with the hospi
tal corps for
tht army, and only 
recently procured
tt:f discharge with 
honor. He now 
Property Sold. 
feedlots for the toot
h Coast Arts1 - Property , Ki
nkaid street has
lery and goes to Rt. 
Terry, New Oren sold by Gip 
Husbands to S. A.
Writ, or service. Con
tpton is a new itc
licy for $156 fled t
he deed filets
Min and will be se
nt to Jr s'm yesterday for
 . record with the cant
o
Barracks at St. Lou
is for infantry . ty -
di•ty. 
I L. D. Husbands has 
transferred to
'Samuel Johnson for Pe°
 property at
clith and Gould streets.
-liarles T. Trucharti sold to
 Jest
' i loe $iso property 
on West
oeld,.. ‘• et't
Hallic H. ilisey bought from
 Annie
II. Sandets for Si and cilh
er con-









TABLES TO THE OLD
TELEPHONE CO.
Count' Clerk Hirwm Smedley W
as
handeomely !remembered by
the Ycung Lady Clerks,
King Leopold Sagersti
tions.
' 0 ItObert E. Park,
 in Everybody's)
Few people know t
hat this hard-
' hearted man of m
any businesses is
Itroub




dread of the last two 
weeks in Janu-
ary. During the p
eriod Dearly all
the misfortunes illf his
 life, by an odd
j_co;ncidence, have 
overtaken him.
-While still Duke of
 Brabant. before
his scoession to Belgiu
m's throne, het




Prince Rudolph, of 
Austria. the
King's son-so-law, met l
it% violent and
mysterious death in the h
unting lodge
at Moyerling in the lat
ter part of the
King's month of (ate. I
n January,




ly escaped with her life,
 was so over-
wrought by the sight o
f her gov-
erness perishing in the 
dames that
for many ?Manch* it was
 feared she
would lose her reason in 
precisely the
'same mannerein which 
Leopold's only
In accordance with thc contract
awarded by the, fiffal court the
 mer-
chants bidding successfully are n
ow
p-eparing to/ take the furnishings
 out
to the new poor lark' builitings
, four
miles from this city in the Lo
ne Oak




ceived the thiity-six beds s
old the,
faun buildings, while the oth
er arti-
cles gotten from Ogilvie an
d differ-
ent houses are fast arriving
 and will
be taken out for installit
ion in the
nandsurne new structure th
at will be
the home of the county char
ges after
the first of next year... Mr. R
hodes
yesterday announced that as
 soon as
.Trielye Liettfoot and . oth
ers of the
fiscal court gave him the
 order he
v-rnild immediately rend the 
beds and
other furniture out to the 
farm build-
int. The officials hope t
o get the
finuildings equipped by t
he first of
Pelt Month, but this 
will hardly be
4.•ise, as. fil Mit of the furnishings b
ase
ati t yet arrivetl.




A marr,nige keen.* wa, .ssised
 yes-
terday to Edward - Iffirtele, ag
ed
oi Pope county. III. and Nlol
lie liexa.
aged 21 of this city.
I A colored cowide licensed 
was An-
dew Boyd. aged , a3 ,.•and 
lott-a




skin. Makes the s
and white. Removes
•
reused by the oak/ wix
-
Delightful to use eller shays*•
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRSJG STORE.
If ar. And Boyd st rect •
Liensed tie Marry. " •
--.....
Article of Agreement.
A docoliciq was lodged f
or,•reccir•I
yesterslo with the co
mly clerk
showing ilift for $5o %early. 
Edward
Fetter leas 7s his rear yard a
nd stable -













.be the young tasty cle
rks io kis •.:.






All persons who base no
thetr taxes by January 
1st.
will proceed.to levy and
warrants issued by the
-co
Please call and settle s
ato
the last call I will titalst
Respectfully,
JNO. W. OGILY/C.
--The Paducah brick ri
antifi
V . ill next spring begin • k. ••
•
its Auf brIa. by imuc. A
l i•h,
inch in thicknessoita they wi
ll con('




Is on the lips of every
business man, as the old
year goes out and the
new year comes in.
Then, it is essential
l
ifters. The tatter's defini
te insanity C
or 
every Busm. en man
also. curiously epough, da
te, froT j I • et
to havp a ru
stamp made to assist him Dowi
s.,„g
Every eitineer 011Prollintence 
will Miss Fait Langseaff 
and her B
- Itt
Virginia Kinney of Newown.have a seperate plan of his wn.
 S D guest, Miss 
Wrilreasa er
the problem now namove
s down to Vork, yesterday went to
 spend see-
the comparatively siktple one
 of se- 1021 days in C_airo.
letting the best.
The plan which will prob
ably be! 
•
adopted was outlined by 
the erni- IreadwaYs, 
which will be anchored t
o
nent engineer who has beet.
 intrust- 'the prese
nt struture, and after the
ore finished they will be c
onsolidated.
ao that on each si
de of 'the brdge
the roadway will be 
over twice as
wide as it is now, an
d' will carry




ttacks will be -built
ofur- track structure if 
it is desired
to cover over the p
romenade, which
could be done easily 
without inter-
fefing with its capacity` o
r usefulness.
"I estimate that the 
arangement
will more than quadruple 
the,cappnc-




"and shorten his labors.
Have your old Dslteirit,
for the New Year, by
ting a new one, good un
1912. These daters
made bf the best mater
possible to be put in v
canized band daters:
We make all of our rubber sta
to carry double the
 present stra41 in Paducah, on short notice.
capacity. As for the p
resent strain 1
it has not reached one-t
hird of carded
callacity.
"With the carded capaci
ty doubled
the traffic capsety can
 be onedlitipled









ment, Agent for Whitehall an
d Agatite


















1d Phone agg Red.
A Gu HOUDAY'HAPPINESS FOR
iCES THE CHILDREN
Absot Wattii Elgin




the he,10#71tament „ $9•75
staztO"' .
D Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons
14;5c Set.,;
3f
Genuine Rogers' 'Knives and
Forks $3.19 a set.
Get our prices on solid gold
Lockets.
Solid Gold Rings--Our ptock
















actice in all the courts of th
. Both phones 31.
ms 1, 2, 3 and a, Register Build-
13 1-2 Broadway.
THIS EVENING THE RESCUE
MISSION CHRISTMAS TREE
OCCURS.
Hundreds of Poor Children Will Reap
Joys From Their Annual
Affair.
groname.111141/01011111. •I
The Rescue Mission church on
'South Third street all this evening
present one of the happiest and most
joyful scenes ever witnessed in this
city, a, several hundred little poor
children wit be here to receive prein
ents off the Christmas tree to be
given by Rev. Chiles and hit most
eetimnble wife. The tree is HO\v up,
is an immense affair, and will be
burdened with gifts by tomorrow
•evening, at which Cme the distribu-
tion is made among the little ones.
Rev. Chiles and his team were very
busy yesterday going around over the
city gathering up the gifts and con-
tributions, while he will be on the
constant go today doing similar work.
He wants everybody to send him as
early es possible notice of where to
:mot fter presents so the thinga Cati
lie gathered in to the building as soot:
zta possible.
Rev. Chiles has aistributed Loco
pieces iii chnhing this' year an has a
huge p it yet at the mission
Much of it will be given away during
I the Christmas tree exercises thi•evening. s
Rev. George Grandison. of Mit-
annri, nod Mts. Stevens. of Kansas
City. are nil here helping Mr. awl
Mrs.. Chiles with their stork aid
preaching, the nightly service. bein:
attends d by many people, large num-
bers of whom arc being converted.
JAPANESE SEEKING
' TO CAUSE UPRISINGS.
' • 114eiratrr
Nea Yorir, Dec. .17.—The World
today published a dispatch from Ha-
vana. uhich state. that Gov Niaijoiln
is investigating a report that the
Japanese are planning an insitrrec-
that In February against AmencanDABNEY rule in Cuba, the Philippines and
Hawaii. The investigation. it was
stated. was prompted by informatian
received from a Cuban by the name
of Pard.nas. nho. it is alleged. over-
heard live Japanese, said to be ill the Pacific coast eight years ago.
Cuba. talking of an insurrection that —7-
FARMER; DIES
.,. : ,,,,,..afr-. ... ........,-, . - _14 , ..._____)' Lc
HUBBY'S HARANGIM
No, my dear, I am In no condition to
1 Caron Directory C011iCIVIL ENGINEER fgoorgoeutt
thatainall 
to-t. to
Of Louisville Kentucky,on my feet, talking insurance to Den- 9pie until I'm hoarse, and all so Mae
you can wear good clothes and live In
PX1 out for seven weeks, and you're Branch Office in Paducah a
n comfortable home. I haven't taken
0 WORDIROM
MR. ALVORD DOES NOT WRITE
AS TO TIME OF MEN'S
ARRIVAL.
The Territory Included in This Dis-
trict Is Enormous, and Weeks
Needed to Get Up Plans.
meal.11.1.em111101
City Engineer Washington CalltV, t
account•for his not receiving any
word from Mr. Alyord of Chicago, as
rgards when the latter will mend here
Lis men who are to tuft the lines, ff-':
the grades and other information if. ,r
use in drawing up the plans and epeci-
tications for sewerege district No.
The contract to supply these 'loch-
arents was awarded the Chicago ex-
pert several weeks 11.110, and it was'
thought he would 'have his assistenti
here right away, but chriattnas wa•
so close lie let things go over until
after the holidays. Now nothing ha,
been heard front hint indicative of
when the engineers ()could be expected.
therefore it is an uncertain maw a•
to time of their ariival
It will take about three.weeks or a
month for the men to 'finish their
work, as the territory included in thi •
distnict, No. 3,. covers quite a runt
ber of square miles and the grade.,
and J.urvvys cannot be effected anti
tut a great deal of wort.
Mr. Alvord is the gentleman Nil,
drew the plans for district No. 4 that
ift now being laid. He is probabla
letting his men wait until .after New
Year before send ng them.
II • ';
BELOW ZERO 1N NORTHWEST
Homesteader Frozen to Death Near
Shack at Imperial. N. D.
was planned among the negroct of
Cuba simultaneously with insmree-
non, in the Philippines and Hawaii
The presence of the Japanese, the it s-
patch says, has been noted by the
acret police. beacaute they are allege0
to bare been taking photographea and
measurements of the fortificationt of,H. KENTUCKY Ilavana.
yers
" g poor
have the knack, of When a girl shakea hands w th a
ads ice into good man tither she 14 afraid he will
squeeze her finger, or that he won't..
St Paul. Mimi., Dec 27.—Belon•
zero temperatures prevail 'tonight n
North Dakota, part of Montana and
Canada. The local weather boreal
reports 8 degrees below at Williston.
4 below at Der l's Lake, N. D., and
below at Winnipeg, Man., 4 below
at Minnedoaa and 2 below at Ou'-
Appel),
A telegram from Imperial, N. D.
says that Frank Warnock. a home-
wader, was found frozen to death
near his shack three miles north of
that town yesterday., Warnick wa4
engaged in the printing bipinc..
FLEES FROM




kew;anee. Ill. Dec. 27.—Tnges
Salens died today as the result of in-
juries %Aerial while he waa tletAf.g
from a farmer int whose land hc had
been hunting without permission. ne
was terribly cut in a barb-we're fe.pc!
and a few mintstea. later fell into a
ditch, breaking his leg.
R CHILD'S CHRISTMAS
lay Be Permanently Helpf u lin  OneWay
.***
...or A Slip •
If you give it temporary things, it will receive temporary pleasure and
no profit. If you give it a useful present, one that will last some time, the
child will be helped.
A bank account at this bank is the most useful present you could
give your child, and at the same time it would teach a habit—the habit of
saving—which would be the most valuable lesson than can be learned in
ch:ldhood.
Last Christmas many parents gave a bank account to their children.
You can start the account with any sum you please above one dollar
Present your child with a bank book Christmas morning, showing that he
has several dollars to his credit in our bank, and he will va:ue it above
everything else yois may give him.
Come down to our new building at 210 Broadway any day between
the hours of 9 a. m. and 3 p. m., or Saturday night, and start the ac-
count with a dollar or Ye:tat-ever you 'lease. It will be made out in your
child's name and he can have a Steel Home Savings Bank to save small
SUMS.
•







sick of sltUag around doing the mend-
lag and wishing yoll Were dead?
By hokey, that's a woman! That's
ADDreelation for a man who slaves all
day bat for a trossan's sake, and
when he's so worn out that he can't
move, and his ankles soh" and his
stomach ain't la good shape, and the
barber cut his dila three times, witch
may bring on blood pelmaing—la tackIt foal very queer right now—then
you harp and harp on the subjest of
my net taking TO.S Out.
No, Marts. I don't want anything
pat on my cuts. Leave my tam alone.
I hate educe, eternally plektag at --
-I really do. Lad quit that osediliet
The least little tiling which halenalM
seem you turn on the water weeks.
Indeed! This In the first night rue
Miffed home, and ter all I care yore
mould go without glamors all posy
Ufa. See here, Maria! lam out M
night, and why? Because I am work.,
tag, woman. That's the moon! Talk..
tag insuraeoe to men I mete gag due.
tag the day. Yes, I go to clubs-awl
betele. I have to. In my buitsoss.
If I didn't guzzle so numb booze I
wouldn't need to make so much mon-
ey? Maria, your language_ts sicken.
lag; boos* is no word for a lady to or
and it cuts • was to hear his wttft
whom he guards every way, get off
any of that stuff k said It when, I
came in with a ban on, and told you
I'd had some of the beet In town? A
woman who artfully worms things out
of a person when he is so Ured sad
weak from overwork that be Is half
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the corner here
I took one glass of beer, to revive my-
self. sod that is all. I &Milt like I had
taken a bath to It' gay. Maria. I bate
vulgarity. The reason I came in quiet-
ly was in order not to disturb you, and
the thanks I get are that you alt up is
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside in the hall, I admit, and,
put my light overcoat la the icebox
because! don't know where you.keep
things anyway, and It seemed • good
place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
left only one shoe and a bottle of gin





































Per the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens oi P11 110111011t WEhave placed copies of the directories o the cities named below bubo more.Jag Register office at p3 Brooders y, where the public Ls Invited to eawhen desiring the addross of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,060,000 INHABITANTS
































IRECTO R Y FOR sga:gp ONSAL:
PRICE $4.00
al ars trot ? weal
&TY in mai: ur"nuasila istit jher. CARON DlItECTORY COMPANY
4110C1113 it Ill ake one of these
iblekel torches I have to smoke so that
The can wallow in luxury and sit over
bare mid reed. No, I'm not going to
`read the bops. I deal even .-know
whet you mean. Did I get WOO dears
ler a nickel! Ti., I did. (By Jo'N
that ain't a regular It.. A fellow must
tell a lb semetImes. She'd fly dear
up and kit the sky if I told the truth
about 'em.) Why do you turn up year
mos, Maria? You know it don. make
a freckled pug nese any handsomer. I
Tour father laughed sad 'seabed
When you told him about my self-de-
idol and rag Woke' cigars? He said
they were 2.5 ciants each and I gaunt
have a pull if I get 'em cheaper' Your
father Is a confounded meddling old
Idiot! Said the gang in °that new club
I'm in would trim me good, did be?
And I ought to have some one teach
me zo play pool and poker?
Lemma tell you. Maria, I ain't bees
stuck for a game since I've b-en in it,
and, counting out drinks and smokes
a fellow's got to buy if he's a winner,
I quit all to the zoo.: every night this
week. and—well. I'm going out!
Is that so? You were only kidding?
Your father hasn't been here at all?
By. Jove! Give me the innocent, thug-
lug wife of my mother's Orn- A man
maid live in palace. Oh. yes. Of course,
roe think you've got It on ins now,
Marla, just because I ta!d what I d 4
just for fun. But a woman man never
me a yoke. of course.
My mother mover made nasty entail
and snooped around in an underhand
manner. trying to catch a man in"ii
Ile. What' You and she bad a good
laugn? She's the one who put you
next abut the cigars and said I'm
my father over again, all right? Hum.
'talk about a phonograph! A womants
got 'cm brat. Jabb•r, jabber f011111er
abcrat nothing! Rats! I sit here with
a lilt fever from the told I got
standing in drafts, tending to tipsiness
sad aching all over, and wheal I get
on my feet every step Is arona, and
you don't egret You don't even—Holy
Noses! Is this WednesditY! Great
Scott! You'll hare me off my 'Del
completely soon! Here th- big Tam-
say parade's comIng off aid I've got
ID walk In It and carry a tag on a
1, easel I've got to fp clear down lto
Slattery Dan's dis'xict to meet the
toys and march to 'Tommany halt
Where'l they think sin, sad me one
of the marshals!
vbs party could go to ruin for al)
you'd oars, I 'Iloilo. Where's my haf
sad coat? Who took my gloves? And
ilium* that 60 cents I gave you for the
rent; I might need it. Spry enough on
my feet to walk six miles, am I? )
refuse to bandy ' words with. you,
Maria! The party need,' „Int
on the see? I ain't 61 Thirifa,
argue it BR new!—N. Y. Televise:
Iodised by the Numirists.
"See bare," demanded the puj.ilishel-
ef anybody's Maraxise, "don't you
know that winter is over? Here's your
April number with six poems about lea
and snow."
"Can't help it," sighed the weary ed-
itor. "Tike aimillager bessortirta have
got this's at seek a *int that nobodr
will submit spasms emeariaa."—‘1111seis
• •II•itithet•amt.





good hada and. this com-
bitted with modern sanitary
fixtures bailie so keep the doctor at
of your home. eassies4C Porcelain
Fnarneled plumbing fixtures ra ah
healthy both rooms, are sanitary and
have a bonny all their own.
If you intend Melting bath room ina-
provernents, let in show you samples of
tins famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or bow large your job.
E. D. HANNAH.
Both Phones sot res St 4th. 41
•
Frees Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ALL Or nnommele-
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pisan@ Mew Ever
lose Psilliated. FREE
Governor-asset s at last in set.ering them throssolt the assistance of this
Vie EsesaPre:Illas for rat rears •-bdeowored tamest, pietures of all
bitchy Stott Society.
Is order lb plane thew pietism la a periamiant Arm, they have beers ants
all the pstidesta of tke Vatted Melee Retreated etas mations. swag.
"roue la an eptwelve Atlas abeiriag. WO tile latest census.
end le attar historical kat
sena Costal, deatara asd Waiters , restarts of Ike lam three astiosal
statittiost dots, Idetery at the teem Wee, eke imps of the Vatted iti11110.
11ail valselkle Al.} PUB le ALJL IIVBNINS POSTr
sesitlya fl that these TIMM are by malt only •ad that the
eareAlot • fall years subscrtptioa by wall or $2.as or
emisitioe 'deity center or mesassose week.
sleek the k will reacts thew
The ledlidltromedidieste sem 'di time daily and the latest editio,n is sent-
. The leveeing !bet is art in everything sad has the most State news antimarket tellerta.
/for an the people sod arsilst the crafter_
Indepeedeei simay.
Poe the Haase. 5.
afrt Ettrning-page. Lousaveu.a. err.
NIALACK"
Loaded Black Powder
Shoot Strong and Evenly
in Are Sure Fire,
Will Sfand Reloading.
They Always Get The
L For Salo Evenrwhieflo,
